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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Energy-Resolved Probing and Rectification Spectroscopy of Single Molecules 

by 

Siyu Chen 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California, Irvine, 2022 

Professor Wilson Ho, Chair 

 

 

The main goal of the studies presented in this dissertation is to continue the endeavor in improving 

of energy-probing capability of STM for single molecule spectroscopy. Here, we extend energy 

spectrum into THz region for STM vibrational spectroscopy by combining an 8-Kelvin scanning 

tunneling STM with a continuous wave THz source. Development of THz rectification technique 

allowed probing of vibrational excitations with simultaneous chemical sensitivity, THz field 

sensitivity and <10 MHz energy resolution.  

On the other hand, by incorporating tunable NIR lasers into an STM junction, we demonstrate the 

energy-resolved probing of vibrational overtone resonant excitation through the vibration-

mediated conformational transition of single pyrrolidine molecules. Photon equilibrium action 

spectroscopy was performed to observe wavelength dependent resonance excitation features with 

sub-meV energy resolution. These features were shown to be sensitive to the molecular local 

adsorption environment while being insensitive to the junction near field profile induced by 

junction plasmon excitation or the optical setup.  
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Moreover, the light induced equilibrium change in the reversible conformational transition of 

pyrrolidine leads to generation of photocurrent. Using optical rectification spectroscopy, we 

investigated the influence of laser power and tunneling setpoint on the photocurrent. The 

photocurrent was shown to be governed by the competition between photon and electron 

contribution to the molecular reversible transition, which can be tuned through laser power, bias 

and tip-molecular interaction. Through the optical rectification study of pyrrolidine, we 

demonstrate its potential application as a tunable single-molecule photo-rectifier device when 

trapped between two electrodes. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background  

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a Nobel-winning technique first developed by Binnig 

and Rohrer in 1981 [1,2]. Since its invention, it has been widely used for imaging surfaces and 

molecular clusters at the atomic level. Combined with STM, inelastic tunneling spectroscopy 

(IETS) became one of the most used techniques for studying the vibrational and electronic 

excitations of surfaces and molecular adsorbates with atomic scale spatial resolution and strong 

chemical sensitivity [3–10]. 

While the sub-angstrom spatial resolution relies on the spatially confined tunneling current 

between the probe tip and surface, the energy resolution of STM is mostly determined by the 

tunneling electrons. However, due to thermal broadening and modulation broadening [11], IETS 

cannot achieve good sub-meV energy resolution and cannot probe energy modes in the sub-meV 

range. Therefore, there are two directions in which researchers have put their efforts in: one is to 

expand the probing range into the sub-meV region by coupling a radio frequency or THz source 

into a tunneling junction; the other is to enhance the probing energy resolution in general by 

combining STM with different types of optical spectroscopy techniques. This thesis presents the 

studies as efforts in both directions by demonstrating CW THz Rectification Spectroscopy and 

laser action spectroscopy performed at single molecule levels. 
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1.2 Motivation for CW THz Rectification Spectroscopy 

STM electron spin resonance (STM-ESR) was developed to study spin excitation and exchange 

interactions of atomic spin centers, with the assistance of a spin-polarized probe tip and RF 

radiation coupled to an STM junction [12–18]. Although this has largely expanded the energy 

probing capability of STM into the RF range, there’s still a small gap in the energy spectrum not 

covered by either electron or RF radiation, which is referred to as the “THz gap” [19]. This leads 

to efforts in closing the energy gap by introducing THz radiation to an STM junction. 

The early-stage advances in THz-STM are mostly focused on ultrafast THz-STM. The first 

ultrafast THz-STM work was reported by Cocker et al. in 2013 [20] demonstrating ultrafast pump-

probe measurement using the transient voltage induced by THz pulses at a tunneling junction. 

Then there follows many other ultrafast THz-STM studies, mostly with an emphasis on the 

characterization and carrier envelope phase control of THz-induced transient nearfield and their 

application as an ultrafast probing voltage source [21–36]. However, less attention is paid to the 

photon characteristics of THz radiation and its resonance probing of single molecules. A recent 

study by Wang et al. has reported the coherence excitation in hydrogen molecules trapped in a 

tunneling junction, through time domain spectroscopy (TDS) using ultrafast THz pulses [37]. This 

study demonstrated the feasibility of THz-induced resonant excitation at tunneling junction. It is 

therefore desired to combine a CW THz source to the tunneling junction for direct frequency 

domain spectroscopy (FDS), which can provide much higher energy resolution without having to 

obtain large delay time range measurement in TDS. CW THz Rectification measurement is 

introduced in this thesis to provide an alternative to IETS with good chemical sensitivity while 

being sensitive to THz field, which can be potentially used for FDS measurement in hydrogen 

molecules and other systems with low energy vibrational/spin excitation modes in the THz range. 
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1.3 Electron Action Spectroscopy and Laser Action Spectroscopy 

Probing and controlling of chemical reaction at atomic level has been a very popular research topic 

in the field of chemistry, due to its importance in understanding and controlling the chemical 

reactions at macroscopic level. Action spectroscopy has been widely used to study single molecule 

reactions on metal substrates[38,39]. The term action spectroscopy commonly refer to electron 

action spectroscopy, where inelastic tunneling electrons can assist chemical reaction in a single 

molecule through excitation of molecular vibrations and their overtones and combinational modes 

through inelastic scattering, such as bond dissociation and rotation in O2 on Pt(111) substrate 

[40,41], desorption of NH3 from Cu(100) substrate [42] , and CO hopping on Ag(110) substrate 

[43]. Under the presence of an electronic state, reactions can also be induced through charge 

injection that forms a transient negative ion (TNI) state, which then relaxes into vibrationally 

excited states, leading to the actual reaction [44].   

With electron action spectroscopy alone, we still lack high energy resolution due to the thermal 

broadening in electron energy as well as the non-resonance nature of inelastic tunneling process. 

Therefore, borrowing the same idea, people have also developed laser action spectroscopy, where 

reaction rate is measured as a function of photon energy. A common measurement performed in 

laser action spectroscopy is photon yield, which describes the contribution to reaction per photon. 

However, due to the surface plasmon excitation at junction, the photon yield is usually a combined 

result of junction nearfield intensity and molecular electronic structure, therefore the spectra 

obtained often cannot reflects pure photon-energy dependence regarding the molecular electronic/ 

vibrational excitation [45–47]. In the context of a photo-induced reversible reaction, the photon-

induced reaction equilibrium in fact reflects the photon contribution to a reaction kinetics with less 

influence from junction nearfield. In this thesis we demonstrate the example of laser action 
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spectroscopy for a pyrrolidine molecule by comparing both photon yield and photon equilibrium 

measurement in its reversible conformational transition process. And through the measurement of 

photocurrent generated from a pyrrolidine molecule, we further demonstrate the potential 

application of a single molecule optical transistor and photo-mixer with such photo-switching 

systems and the possibility of tuning photocurrent with different parameters. 

1.4 Chapter Summary 

This dissertation summarizes my PhD work in instrumental and methodology development of 

energy-resolved probing and rectification spectroscopy using a low-temperature STM coupled to 

a CW THz source or tunable optical lasers.  

Chapter 2 introduces the method of CW THz rectification spectroscopy. THz rectification spectra 

of various molecules are obtained and compared to traditional IETS measurement. Rectification 

spectra were obtained with different THz field strength to investigate the effect of THz field on 

spectra line shape and signal intensity.  

Chapter 3 discusses the energy-resolved detection of overtone assisted isomerization process of a 

single Pyrrolidine molecule on Cu(001). We investigated the electron and photon contribution 

respectively in the vibration-mediated conformation transition process. Photon equilibrium action 

spectroscopy was introduced to probe photoexcitation of vibrational overtones through 

measurement of photo-induced reaction equilibrium shift, which is immune to tunneling electron 

energy and power variation among different wavelengths due to localized surface plasmons, 

optical interference and alignment inconsistency.  

Chapter 4 demonstrates the measurement of photocurrent from a single Pyrrolidine molecule 

through optical rectification spectroscopy with a 1550nm laser. We introduce the different 
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mechanism for tuning of photocurrent for this molecule and investigate how electron and photon 

play different roles in this process. The optical rectification spectra measured under different laser 

power and tunneling setpoint was examined and simulated to assist deeper understanding of the 

nature of optical rectification signal from pyrrolidine. 

The appendices include more detailed information on the instrumental designs, technical 

difficulties and solutions, manuals, etc. MATLAB scripts for data fitting to obtain THz field 

calibration at STM junction and python scripts for optical rectification simulation are also included. 
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Chapter 2  

Single-Molecule CW THz Rectification Spectroscopy†  

 

 

2.1 Abstract 

We report rectification spectra (RS) of single molecules in a scanning tunneling microscope 

(STM) junction with continuous-wave terahertz (CW THz) radiation at the tip-substrate junction 

of an 8K-STM. The THz RS over a single molecule exhibit line shapes closely related to those 

obtained by the inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) and therefore serves as an 

alternative technique in single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy. By quantitatively studying 

THz RS peak broadening and IETS peak splitting obtained with different THz radiation 

intensities, we show that THz induced voltage can be viewed as a sinusoidal wave bias modulation 

with an amplitude linearly dependent on the THz far field amplitude but insensitive to tunnelling 

gap when the gap is far smaller than the THz wavelength. 

  

 
† This chapter by Siyu Chen, Wenlu Shi and Wilson Ho is prepared for submission. 
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2.2 Article 

Rectifiers such as semiconductor diodes and vacuum tube diodes are widely used in power 

electronics for signal conversion from AC into DC. The essential property that leads to signal 

rectification is the nonlinear response of a device. In the context of a single molecule at a tunneling 

junction, inelastic tunneling induced nonlinearity in I(V) curve give rise to rectification current 

under an AC bias modulation. Atomic-scale rectification was first demonstrated by Tu et al. with 

microwave induced bias modulation at a tunneling junction for a single Mn atom and a single 

MnCO molecule [1]. This was later used for detecting magnetic domain of a Chromium substrate 

[2] and isotope shift in acetylene molecules [3]. The great spin sensitivity and chemical sensitivity 

demonstrated in microwave rectification measurement suggests an alternative to traditional 

inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) [4,5] for single molecule spectroscopy.  

Recent years, emerging technologies in ultra-fast broadband THz pulse generation [6–9] have 

facilitated implementation of ultrafast THz pulses as a probing voltage source in STM 

measurement with atomic spatial resolution [10–17]. THz induced rectification current were used 

to characterize the THz transient near field at a tip-substrate junction [18,19] and probe the 

nanoscale ultrafast dynamics [15,20]. However, in these studies, the extreme voltage induced 

through THz nearfield at junction makes it difficult to perform low-energy vibrational 

spectroscopy for a single molecule. Until recently, a study by Wang et al. demonstrated that a 

moderate rectification current induced by THz pulses not only reveals the low-energy vibrational 

and rotational modes in a hydrogen molecule, but can also be used to probe its coherent excitation 

with time domain spectroscopy (TDS) [21]. To achieve high frequency resolution through TDS 

measurement, large range of time delay scan is required, which is often time-consuming. While 

the frequency domain spectroscopy (FDS) can provide high frequency resolution within a specific 
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frequency range, it is therefore beneficial to incorporate FDS as a complemental approach for 

single molecule THz spectroscopy by combining a tunable broadband CW THz source [22–24] 

with STM. In fact, studies in ambient conditions with bulk materials have shown great feasibility 

of using a photoconductive antenna (PCA) to generate broadband CW THz and perform 

frequency domain measurement [24–27]. 

In this paper, we demonstrate measurement of CW THz rectification measurement from different 

single molecules using THz radiation generated from a PCA through photo-mixing process. We 

perform quantitative analysis on its line shape and signal intensity for CW THz rectification 

spectra (RS) and compare the line shape of THz RS to that of regular IETS to demonstrate the 

physical connection between the two types of measurements. THz induced peak splitting in IETS 

measurement were also quantitively studied with different THz far field intensities. Estimated 

THz induced voltage across tunneling junction was shown to be constant for the tunneling gap 

range of our measurement. Our study implies the potential application of THz rectification 

measurement in THz field sensing and frequency domain spectroscopy with atomic spatial 

resolution. 

The experimental setup for CW-THz STM is shown schematically in Figure 2.1a. The 

continuous-wave THz is generated through optical heterodyning process with an InGaAs PCA 

emitter (Toptica TeraScan1550). Two tunable DFB diode lasers around 1550nm formed an 

optical beating at their difference frequency to pump the PCA emitter through optical fiber and 

drive the THz radiation. The THz beam is collimated by a TPX lens (BaTOP GmbH) and then 

focused by a Tsurupica lens (Broadband Inc.) into the STM tip-substrate junction at 45-degree 
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angle from the tip axis. The PCA emitter and lenses are contained in a lens tube assembly and 

mounted on a 3-axis optical mount and enclosed in a specially designed purge box in air.   

The THz radiation intensity is controlled by the voltage applied to the PCA emitter, where THz 

emission is suppressed at +0.3 V and near saturation at -1.3 V. Chopping of THz beam is 

implemented by applying a square wave to PCA emitter, the high and low level of which equal 

+0.3 V and -1.3 V respectively. The low level of PCA voltage is tunable from -1.3 V to +0.3 V, 

corresponding to strong to weak THz field intensity. For simplicity, we refer to the low-level 

voltage as PCA voltage (VPCA) for the remaining paragraphs and high level is always fixed at +0.3 

V in the case of chopping.  Figure 2.1b shows the time traces of the chopping voltage (VChopping) 

applied to PCA emitter, the THz far field intensity (ETHz), and the simulated THz rectification 

current at STM junction (ITHz). With a chopped THz beam focused at the tunneling junction, the 

THz current is measured by extracting the first-harmonic component from the STM tunneling 

current using a lock-in amplifier. Recording the rectification current while sweeping sample bias 

with tip height fixed over a single molecule generates a THz rectification spectrum (RS).  
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Figure 2.1 Experimental setup and method for CW THz rectification spectroscopy. (a) Schematic 

diagram of the experimental setup for CW-THz STM. (b) Chopping voltage applied to PCA 

emitter (Vchopping), the generated THz field (ETHz), and corresponding THz induced rectification 

current from STM junction (ITHz ) are shown as a function of time. Both ETHz  and ITHz  are 

simulated and a white noise is added to ITHz to simulate high-frequency instrumental noises. The 

phase differences among the three signals due to electrical and THz transmission are not displayed 

here for simplicity. 
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To demonstrate the chemical sensitivity of THz RS, we measured THz RS for various molecule 

species and compared them to the corresponding regular IETS obtained at the same set point 

(Figure 2.2). Measurement conditions used for topography imaging, THz RS, and IETS are listed 

in Table 2.1.). For carbon monoxide (CO) molecules with different tip-substrate configuration 

(Figure 2.2a-d), the THz RS (Figure 2.2i-l) obtained at 400GHz exhibit almost identical line 

shapes and peak positions for CO hindered rotation (HR) and hindered translation (HT) modes as 

those of the IETS measurements (Figure 2.2q-t). For a nickelocene (NiCp2) adsorbed on Cu(100) 

substrate (Figure 2.2e), the magnetic anisotropy peak is resolved at 4 meV in the IETS (Figure 

2.2u) but blue-shifted to 4.5 meV in the THz RS (Figure 2.2m). This is potentially due to the 

bigger peak broadening from the THz nearfield induced bias modulation at the tunneling junction 

compared to the IETS bias modulation. For CO and Nickelocene, the similar line shapes between 

THz RS and IETS indicate that both measurements reflects the same information on the molecular 

I(V) curve nonlinearity induced by inelastic tunneling process. However, the line shapes of THz 

RS sometimes deviate those of the IETS. For pyrrolidine (C4H9N) and hydrogen (H2), we have 

observed very different line shapes between THz RS and IETS as shown in Figure 2.2n-p and v-

x. The major difference lies in the peak shapes, where THz RS shows a symmetric Lorentzian 

profile while IETS shows an asymmetric Fano profile for all the peaks. By collecting RS using 

chopped AC bias modulation at frequency from 10kHz to a few MHz, we show that the line shape 

evolves gradually with increasing modulation frequency from 10kHz to 1MHz and then seems to 

saturate, while no significant change in line shapes is observed between 10kHz RS and the IETS, 

and between MHz RS and THz RS (see details in Supporting Information 2.3.4 and Figure 2.7) 

This result indicates such line shape difference is mostly due to the line shape transition that 

occurs in mainly in the sub-MHz range, therefore the possibility of THz resonant excitation is 
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excluded. As pyrrolidine and hydrogen in a tunneling junction both exhibit conductance switching 

[28,29], the potential energy along their reaction coordinate can be modeled as an asymmetric 

double well potential. With increasing modulation frequency, the probabilities of switching in 

two directions are suppressed asymmetrically due to the asymmetry of the double well potential. 

This leads to a gradual shift in the 2-level population distribution of the molecule, which causes 

a gradual change in the total conductance of the junction reflected by the rectification current. 

This process will achieve an equilibrium when modulation far exceeds the switching rates in both 

directions, which explains the similar line shapes between THz RS and the MHz RS. Despite the 

modulation frequency response-induced line shape variation, THz RS reflect similar information 

on vibrational or rotational modes as IETS does, therefore, the chemical sensitivity of THz RS 

can still be justified.  
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Figure 2.2 Comparison between THz rectification spectra (RS) and inelastic electron tunneling 

spectra (IETS) for various molecule species. (a)-(h) Constant-current topography of each probed 

system. Red stars indicate the tip position for taking spectra. (i)-(p) Corresponding THz RS with 

THz radiation chopped at 273 Hz (except for (o)(p), where 255.11 Hz chopping is used), and 

100 ms lock-in time constant. (q)-(x) Corresponding IETS with the same bias modulation 

frequency as each THz RS. Measurement conditions used for topography imaging, THz RS, and 

IETS are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Measurement conditions used for topography, IETS and THz RS on various 

molecules in Figure 2.2 

Topography 

in Figure 2.2 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

Setpoint for 

Topography 

40 mV 

0.8 nA 

10 mV 

0.2 nA 

10 mV 

0.2 nA 

-60 mV 

0.1 nA 

70 mV 

40 pA 

-500 

mV 

0.1 nA 

-20 mV 

40 pA 

-20 mV 

0.2 nA 

Setpoint for 

IETS and 

THz RS 

40 mV 

0.8 nA 

10 mV 

0.2 nA 

10 mV 

0.2 nA 

-60 mV 

1 nA 

20 mV 

40 pA 

-500 

mV 

1.5 nA 

-20 mV 

40 pA 

-20 mV 

0.2 nA 

IETS RMS 

Bias 

Modulation 

3 mV 3 mV 3 mV 3 mV 3 mV 7 mV 3 mV 5 mV 

THz 

Frequency 

for THz RS 

400 

GHz 

400 

GHz 

400 

GHz 

400 

GHz 

400 

GHz 

300 

GHz 

400 

GHz 

400 

GHz 
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To better understand the relation between THz far field intensity and THz rectification current, a 

series of THz RS at 150GHz is measured over CO adsorbed on Ag(110) with different THz 

powers controlled by VPCA  (Figure 2.3a). A significant peak broadening is observed with 

increasing THz power. By fitting each THz RS from a reference IETS with known bias 

modulation amplitude (see details of fitting process in Supporting Information 2.3.5), we obtain 

the THz induced voltage at STM junction (VTHz) for each value of VPCA. The fitted THz RS curves 

exhibit good consistency with measured data in both line shape and signal intensity and fitted 

VTHz  is displayed as a function of  VPCA  in Figure 2.3b, together with the THz photocurrent 

detected by PCA receiver in ambient setup with coherent detection (see Supporting Information 

2.3.3). Since the photocurrent measured by THz receiver is proportional to THz far field intensity, 

the linear relation between the fitted VTHz and the THz photocurrent (Figure 2.3b inset) therefore 

indicates a linear dependence of VTHz on THz far field intensity, whose slope indicates the relative 

nearfield enhancement at STM junction.  

By fitting the THz RS directly with 2 pairs of symmetric Lorentzian peaks, the peak heights and 

peak FWHM2 of the CO HR peak on the positive bias side are extracted and displayed against 

VTHz and VTHz
2  respectively in Figure 2.3c and 3d. In Figure 2.3c, a linear relation between peak 

height and VTHz in the probed range of THz intensity can be resolved with a negative intercept. 

Simulation of HR peak height as a function of 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧  indicates that for small values of VTHz (i.e., 

< 5mV), a non-linear quadratic dependence that follows the Taylor expansion under small-

modulation approximation [30] can be expected, which explains the negative intercept (see 

Supporting Information 2.3.6).  

On the other hand, the linear relation between FWHM2 and VTHz
2  agrees well with the theoretical 

expression of FWHM [4,30]:  
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FWHM = √Wintrinsic
2 + K ( Vm)2 + (

5.4kBT

e
)

2

(2.1) 

Here Wintrinsic  represents the intrinsic broadening,√K Vm  is the finite modulation broadening 

with a bias modulation amplitude 𝑉𝑚 , and 
5.4kBT

e
 is the thermal broadening at temperature T. The 

Finite modulation broadening √K Vm can be computed as the FWHM of the instrumental function 

for the type of modulation. In the case of THz rectification, Vm = VTHz and K =0.52. The slope 

of 0.61 obtained from Figure 2.3d agrees well with the theory, which validates fitted values of 

VTHz. The fitting has also revealed small blueshift in HR and HT peak energies for THz RS 

obtained with large THz field intensity, and this is explained by THz induced nearfield streaking 

effect of tunneling electrons when effective junction bias is steered opposite to the DC bias under 

THz near field (see discussion in Supporting Information 2.3.6). 

Beside the broadening effect in THz RS from THz field modulation, we have also observed 

peak splitting in IETS obtained with a constant amplitude THz field radiation. As shown in 

Figure 2.4a, a series of IETS of CO adsorbed on Ag(110) were taken under 150GHz radiation 

with different THz far field intensities and compared to a reference IETS taken at the same set 

point and the same 3mVrms sinusoidal bias modulation but no THz illumination. A gradually 

increased peak splitting in the IETS line shape is observed with increasing THz field. The 

waveform of IETS with THz illumination can be mathematically expressed as a convolution 

between the reference IETS (no THz illumination) and a probability weight function of the THz 

induced bias modulation [1,31]: 

Son(V0, VTHz) = ∫ Soff(V)w(V, V0, VTHz)dV
V0+VTHz

V0−VTHz

(2.2) 
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Here, Son(V0, VTHz) is the IETS signal at bias V0 with VTHz being the THz induced voltage drop 

at junction. Soff(V) is the reference IETS and w(V, V0, VTHz) is the weight function representing 

the normalized probability distribution of sinusoidal bias modulation induced by THz field. The 

weight function for a sine wave THz induced bias modulation is written as: 

 

w(V, V0, VTHz) =
1

π √VTHz
2 − (V − V0)2 

, |V − V0| < VTHz (2.3) 

By fitting the IETS with THz radiation to Eq. (2.2) and (2.3), VTHz was extracted for each value 

of VPCA used and showed good consistency to the THz photocurrent measured by PCA receiver 

(Figure 2.4b). The linear fit of VTHz against THz photocurrent yields a slope smaller than that 

presented in Figure 2.3b inset, indicating a smaller nearfield field enhancement of THz at STM 

junction due to different THz beam alignment at the time IETS were taken with THz illumination. 

Using this method, VTHz was measured at different tip-substrate distances (Figure 2.4d) and found 

to be constant within the range of tunneling gap measured. Previous study has shown that when 

tip-substrate distance is far smaller than THz wavelength, field retardation is negligible and the 

THz nearfield at junction can be viewed as a quasistatic field between the tip and substrate, which 

leads to a constant THz voltage at junction as a function of tip-substrate distance [32]. Here, the 

measured tip-substrate gap range is estimated to be from 3.23 Angstrom to 4.25 Angstrom (see 

details for estimation of tunneling gap in Supporting Information 2.3.7), therefore the quasi-static 

approximation is expected to be valid for the full range of THz frequency (50 to 1290 GHz) 

provided by our experimental setup, which validates our observation at 150 GHz. 
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Figure 2.3 THz rectification spectra (RS) with various THz field intensity. (a) THz RS taken with 

Ag tip over CO adsorbed on Ag(110) substrate (set point 40 mV, 0.8 nA) with 150 GHz field at 

various field intensity. A 273 Hz square wave with high level fixed at 0.3V and variable low level 

as indicated in (a) is supplied to PCA emitter. Colored data are experimental measurements and 

solid curves are fitted data. Spectra are scaled up and offset for clarity. (b) Comparison between 

fitted THz-induced voltage drop across tip-substrate junction (VTHz) and the THz photocurrent 

measured by PCA receiver with ambient coherent detection as a function of voltage applied to 

PCA (VPCA). Inset shows fitted VTHz as a function of THz photocurrent measured by PCA receiver 

(red circles) and the linear fit between the two variables (black line). (c) (d) Peak height and 

FWHM2 of HR mode at 19.5meV as a function of the fitted VTHz and VTHz
2  respectively. Both 

Peak Height and FWHM (red circles) are obtained through Lorentzian fitting of the spectra and 

the linear fit results are displayed as black lines. 
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Figure 2.4 THz-field-induced IETS line shape change and set point dependence of THz-

induced voltage drop (VTHz) across STM junction. (a) IETS of Ag tip over CO adsorbed on 

Ag(110) substrate taken without THz and with 150GHz radiation at various THz far field 

intensities controlled by the voltage supplied to PCA emitter (VPCA).  The colored dots are 

experimental data and solid curves are fitted data. All spectra here are taken with gap set point 

40 mV, 0.8 nA and an RMS bias modulation of 3 mV. Spectra are offset for clarity. (b) 

Comparison between fitted VTHz and the THz photocurrent detected by PCA receiver with 

ambient coherent detection as a function of VPCA. Inset shows VTHz as a function of PCA 

receiver photocurrent and the linear fit between the two variables (black line).  (c) Schematic 

diagram showing the increasing direction of change in tip-substrate gap, ΔZ. (d) Computed VTHz 

as a function of ΔZ, with ΔZ = 0  defined as gap with set point 40 mV/2 nA. VTHz is computed 

by fitting IETS with non-chopped THz at 150GHz and VPCA =-0.35V. Error bars indicate 95% 

confidence interval for fitting result. No significant variation in VTHz is observed within the 

range of tunneling gap used.  
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In summary, we successfully coupled CW THz radiation to a LT-STM junction and measured the 

THz rectification current over different single molecules at STM junction. The THz induced 

voltage drop at STM junction was shown to be linearly proportional to far-field THz field intensity, 

but independent of tip-substrate gap within the regime of quasistatic approximation. The THz RS 

taken over different single molecules was shown to reflect the same information on vibrational, 

rotational and spin excitation as the traditional IETS measurement. With the frequency response-

induced line shape change in RS for pyrrolidine and hydrogen, we show that THz-induced fast 

oscillating nearfield at tunneling junction can be potentially used to study the frequency response 

in molecules that exhibit conductance switching at a sub-THz level switching rate. The THz far 

field sensitivity in rectification current at the CO HR peak also suggests the great potential in 

using a single molecule as a THz sensor with atomic spatial resolution. Lastly, with the high 

energy resolution provided by the CW THz source and atomic scale spatial resolution provided 

by STM, CW THz rectification current measurement in frequency domain spectroscopy could be 

performed to probe coherent excitation in single molecules and atoms. 
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2.3 Supporting Information 

 

2.3.1 Tip and Sample Preparation 

All measurements presented are done with an atomic-sharp silver tip. The tip is prepared by 

repeated cycles of Neon bombardment at up to 1.5 keV and annealing. After sample is approached 

to tunneling distance, tip is further sharpened by gentle poking at surface. Substrate Ag(110) and 

Cu(100) are prepared in UHV chamber with repeated cycles of Neon bombardment at 1 keV 

energy and annealing at 500 ℃ and 650 ℃ respectively. Copper nitride islands are formed by 

bombarding clean Cu(100) surface at room temperature with 1keV nitrogen gas at 6E-6 torr 

pressure for 45 s, then followed by 4 min heating at 365 ℃. 

 

2.3.2 Focusing and Aligning THz Beam into STM Junction 

As THz radiation is invisible to human eye and long-distance transmission loss is high due to 

imperfect collimation, it is not feasible to align THz beam by detecting the STM-sample-reflected 

THz beam at the exiting optical port. Therefore, a 635nm diode laser (Thorlabs, Inc. CPS535R) 

is used as a guide laser (Figure 2.5) for pre-alignment. The laser diode is mounted in a 3-inch-

long lens tube segment that replaces a lens tube of the same length containing PCA emitter and 

TPX collimating lens. The same Tsurupica lens is used for the focusing of 635nm laser beam and 

THz beam. The entire lens tube assembly is mounted on a 3-axis piezo-actuated optical mount 

that allows for fine tuning in both X, Y tilt and Z focus. The image of tip-substrate junction with 

reflected light from STM sample is collimated by a second lens near the exiting viewport, 

redirected by 2 mirrors and eventually focused into a CMOS camera (Thorlabs DCC1545M). An 

example camera view when laser beam is aligned at tip-substrate junction is shown in Figure 2.5 
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inset. After the laser beam is aligned, the lens tube assembly is resumed with the PCA emitter and 

TPX lens segment. The THz beam is ideally coaxial with the guide laser beam and therefore is 

roughly aligned to tip-substrate junction. The possible alignment offset due to switching optical 

assembly is small compared to the THz beam size, which was experimentally determined to be 

~3 mm for THz power FWHM at 500 GHz. To further optimize THz alignment at junction, use 

the THz rectification signal over a molecule as indicator and maximize the signal by fine tuning 

the alignment.  
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of the setup for THz pre-alignment with 635 nm diode laser. The 

laser beam is dimmed by a ND filter and then focused by a Tsurupica lens. The laser power exiting 

the Tsurupica lens is 11 μW. After the focused beam is aligned to STM junction with a CMOS 

camera, the 635 nm diode laser and ND filter assembly is replaced with PCA emitter assembly 

(including PCA emitter and a TPX lens for THz beam collimating) for further alignment 

optimization by maximizing THz-induced rectification current from a single molecule such as 

CO. Inset shows a camera view of beam aligned to junction, revealing a faint shadow of the tip 

apex and the mirrored tip image due to substrate reflection, as indicated by red dashed lines.  
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2.3.3 Coherent Detection of THz in ambient environment 

For ambient detection of free-space THz radiation, the PCA receiver, a semiconductor photo 

mixer, is used to capture the electric field from THz wave as shown in Figure 2.6a. When the 

optical beatings at frequency f  excite carriers in PCA emitter, THz radiation is driven and 

accelerated forward with a field  ETHz = A cos (2πft). With the same optical beatings irradiated 

on the PCA receiver, carriers are excited and then driven by the THz electric field. The 

photocurrent generated in the PCA receiver IRx  is proportional to the momentary THz field 

intensity ETHz′, which is delayed by a phase ∆φ relative to the optical beatings due to THz 

propagation: 

IRx ∝  ETHz ′ = ETHz cos(∆φ) (2.4)   

∆φ = 2π f ∆L/c 

Here, ∆L is the optical path in air. For other medium/samples in the path, ∆L = ∑nΔl , where n 

is the refractive index of each medium/sample and Δl is the corresponding propagation length. 

When scanning the THz frequency, ∆φ  will change linearly with f  and result in periodic 

oscillation in the receiver photocurrent ITHz, as shown in Figure 2.6b. The fringe caused by the 

interference between the coherent THz radiation and the optical beatings. The envelop of the 

fringes, which scales linearly with the actual THz field amplitude ETHz, is extracted from a FDS 

measurement of the photocurrent and displayed in Figure 2.6c and d to show the THz far field 

intensity as a function of frequency and PCA emitter voltage. The receiver photocurrent is also 

measured with lock-in detection, with a square wave chopping voltage applied to PCA emitter. 
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Figure 2.6 Ambient THz field detection with coherent measurement. (a) The experimental setup 

for coherent detection of THz field. The same lens tube assembly is used for coupling THz 

radiation to STM junction in Figure 2.1a. (b) Examplary measurement of PCA receiver 

photocurrent fringes (black curve) from coherent detection and calculated field amplitude (red 

curve) based on measured data. The dip in field amplitude at 1163GHz is due to THz absorption 

by water vapor in air. (c) The frequency domain spectra (FDS) obtained using setup in (a) with 

and without nitrogen gas purging in the path to achieve low and high humidity levels. 

Transmittance is computed as |
Photocurrent40% Humidity

Photocurrent10% Humidity
|
2

 to reveal strong water vapor absorption 

at multiple frequencies. (d) PCA emitter voltage (VPCA ) dependence of THz-induced PCA 

receiver photocurrent sampled at different THz frequencies using coherent detection setup in (a). 
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2.3.4 AC RS at Various Modulation Frequency for Hydrogen and Pyrrolidine 

To study the relation between RS line shape and modulation frequency, we measured a series of 

RS with sinusoidal bias modulation (setup shown in Figure 2.7a). The modulation is chopped at 

fixed low frequency (273 Hz or 255.11 Hz) for each spectra set, with the sine wave modulation 

frequency varied from 10kHz up to 12.5MHz. The line shape changes drastically between 10kHz 

to 100kHz and stabilizes above 1MHz for all 3 sets of AC RS displayed in Figure 2.7 (Figure 

2.7b, c for hydrogen on copper nitride and Figure 2.7d for pyrrolidine on Cu(100). The AC RS at 

10kHz modulation exhibit similar line shapes with IETS displayed in Figure 2.2. A THz RS is 

also displayed for each AC RS set as a comparison. The similar line shapes between the THz RS 

and AC RS with modulation above 1MHz indicate there is no further line shape change induced 

by change in modulation frequency from radio frequency into the THz range. This overall 

modulation frequency induced line shape change proves that the observed line shape difference 

between IETS and THz RS is not due to resonance excitation with THz radiation but related with 

the molecular response to bias modulation in the range of lower frequencies.  
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Figure 2.7 Line shape change in AC bias induced rectification spectra (RS) of Hydrogen and 

Pyrrolidine with increasing modulation frequency. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental setup 

for AC-RS. A chopped sine wave modulation is generated from a function generator (Tektronix 

AFG31022) and combined with the DC bias from STM interface electronics using a bias tee 

(Tektronix PSPL5530B). The combined signal is fed to STM sample through electrical 

connection. The rectification signal is extracted from tunneling current with a lock-in amplifier. 

(b) AC RS of H2 on Cu2N at set point -20 mV/0.2 nA, taken with modulation frequency from 10 

kHz to 12.5 MHz, chopped at 255.11 Hz. A THz RS taken at 500 GHz (black curve) is displayed 

on top for line shape comparison. (c) AC RS of H2 on Cu2N at set point -20mV/40pA, taken with 

modulation frequency from 10kHz to 10MHz, chopped at 255.11 Hz. A THz RS taken at 415 

GHz (black curve) is displayed on top for line shape comparison. (d) AC RS of Pyrrolidine (only 

C-H stretch mode) over Cu(100) substrate, taken with modulation frequency from 10kHz to 

2.56MHz, chopped at 273 Hz. A THz RS taken at 300GHz (black curve) is displayed on top for 

line shape comparison. All spectra in (b) - (d) are offset for clarity. 
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2.3.5 Fitting of THz RS from IETS 

The idea of fitting THz RS from a reference IETS with known bias modulation amplitude is based 

on the mathematical connection between the two types of spectroscopies. Both IETS and THz RS 

signals can be written as a convolution between 
𝐝𝟐𝐈

𝐝𝐕𝟐
(𝐯)  and an instrumental function that’s 

dependent on the modulation waveform type and amplitude Vm [4]: 

Is(v) = ∫
d2I

dV2
(v + v′) ∙ ϕ(Vm, v′)

+Vm

−Vm

dv′ (2.5) 

 The mathematical forms of instrumental function for IETS measurement (ϕ2ω(Vm, v) ) and 

rectification measurement ( ϕR(Vm, v) ) are different and can be found in references [4,30] 

respectively. Vm is replaced with VTHz in the case of THz Rectification spectra fitting. 

The fitting process of the THz RS contains 2 steps. The first step is to obtain the waveform of 

d2I

dV2 (v) by fitting an IETS with known bias modulation amplitude Vm to Eq. (2.5), and the second 

step is to fit THz RS to Eq. (2.5) according to the obtained 
d2I

dV2 (v) waveform. To do so, we need 

to first have an explicit waveform of 
d2I

dV2 (v).  

The symmetric tunneling current term based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism 

and lowest order expansion approximation[33] is used to derive the waveform of 
d2I

dv2
(v): 

ISymmetric(v) =
e

πℏ
(2evn +

ℏΩ−ev

e(ℏΩ−ev) kBT⁄ −1
−

ℏΩ+ev

e(ℏΩ+ev) kBT⁄ −1
) (2.6) 

Here ℏΩ represents the excitation energy of a vibrational/rotational mode, T is the temperature of 

tunneling junction, v is the sample bias, n is the steady state occupation of electrons.  

d2I

dV2 (v) is derived as below from Eq. (2.6): 
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d2I

dV2
(v, b, A,w) = A ∗

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 e

2(b−v)
w  (b − v) + e

b−v
w (b − v) − 2we

b−v
w (e

b−v
w −  1)

(e
b−v
w − 1)

3

w2

−  

e
2(b+v)

w  (b + v) + e
(
b+v
w )

(b + v) − 2e
(
b+v
w )

(e
(
b+v
w )

− 1)w

(e
b+v
w − 1)

3

w2

 

]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(2.7)  

Here, b =
ℏΩ

e
  is the center bias of the peak measured in IETS or THz RS; A =

e2

πℏ
  is a peak height 

factor;  w =
kBT

e
 is a peak width factor associated with the thermal broadening at temperature T. 

This equation can be viewed as 2 independent parts, the first of which represents the positive bias 

side peak, whereas the second part represents the symmetric negative bias side peak.  

For CO on Ag(110), we observe both hindered translation (HT) mode and hindered rotation (HR) 

mode within the measured bias range. therefore 
d2I

dV2
(v) is the sum of two modes: 

d2I

dV2
(v) =

d2I

dV2
(v, b1, A1, w) +

d2I

dV2
(v, b2, A2, w) (2.8)  

Where b1, A1 are the peak center and peak height factor for HR mode and  b2, A2 the peak center 

and peak height factor for HT mode of CO on Ag(110). w is a shared peak width parameter for 

both modes. In the actual fitting process, an extra parameter Voff  is introduced to compensate 

instrumental bias offset at the STM junction, resulting in the final 
d2I

dV2 form: 

d2I

dV2
(v) =

d2I

dV2
(v + Voff, b1, A1, w) +

d2I

dV2
(v + Voff, b2, A2, w) (2.9) 
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Combining Eq. (2.5) and (2.9), parameters b1, A1, b2, A2, ω, Voff  can be obtained from fitting a 

measured IETS with known value of modulation amplitude 𝑉2𝜔 . These parameters can then be 

used in step two for fitting the THz RS and obtaining value of 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧. Note that the IETS data used 

for fitting is background subtracted to maintain a good line shape that’s consistent with the 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) 

waveform used, and each THz RS is also background subtracted for the same purpose.  

By fitting THz RS with all 6 parameters 𝑏1, 𝐴1, 𝑏2, 𝐴2, 𝜔, 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  obtained from IETS, we have 

observed poor fitting result for larger THz field intensities as shown in Figure 2.8a. A significant 

blueshift of HR peaks can be visualized at high THz powers compared to the fitted curves with 

fixed peak position. This can be potentially induced by the THz field streaking of tunneling 

electrons when the junction nearfield is steered opposite to the DC bias field due to large THz field 

intensities, which cause the rectification current to reduce on the lower bias side of the peak, 

resulting in a blue shift in peak positions. Such peak shift has resulted in poor fitting and 

overestimated 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧  values under large THz intensity as shown in Figure 2.8a and b. To 

compensate this effect for more accurate fitting of 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧, an improved fitting is done by fixing only 

the parameters 𝑤,𝐴1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴2 from IETS fitting and loosening the parameters 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  to be 

fitted from THz RS (result displayed in Figure 2.3). As shown in Figure 2.8c, the improved fitting 

with the values of 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  obtained from THZ RS fitting (scattered data) shows an increased 

deviation for both HT and HR peak positions from the IETS fitted values (dashed lines) with 

increasing THz field, where HT peak blueshift occurs with a smaller onset value of THz intensity 

compared to the HR peak due to the lower bias of its peak position. 
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Figure 2.8 Comparison between parametric fittings of THz RS. (a) Fitted curves (black curves) 

for THz RS obtained with fixed parameters 𝑏1, 𝐴1, 𝑏2, 𝐴2, 𝜔, 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  obtained from IETS fitting. 

Colored data are THz RS measurements with different PCA emitter voltage. (b) Comparison of 

the 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧  estimated by 2 different parametric fittings of THz RS, plotted as a function of THz 

induced photocurrent in PCA Receiver. Fitting 1 is done by fixing all 6 parameters 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝜔, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓 . And Fitting 2 is the improved THz RS fitting done by only fixing 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝜔 obtained from IETS fitting while setting 𝑏1, 𝑏2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  as parameters to be fit. (c) 

𝑏1, 𝑏2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  obtained from improved THz RS fitting (fitting 2) (scatter plots) compared with 

the values used for fitting 1 (dashed lines), as a function of THz induced photocurrent in PCA 

receiver, the fitted parameters correspond to fitting curves displayed in Figure 2.3a. 
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2.3.6 Simulation of THz RS Peak Height as a Function of 𝑽𝑻𝑯𝒛   

To better understand how THz RS peak signal scales with the 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 ,  we calculate the THz RS 

signal at HR peak position 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  using the equation below rewritten from Eq. (2.5): 

𝐼𝑅(𝑏1, 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧) = ∫
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑏1 + 𝑣) ∙ 𝜙𝑅(𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 , 𝑣)

+𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧

−𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧
𝑑𝑣 (2.10)  

Here, three different models of 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2 (𝑣) are used to investigate the influence of nearby peaks on the 

peak height calculated (Figure 2.9b). For the first model 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) =

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣 + 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓 , 𝑏1, 𝐴1, 𝑤) +

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣 + 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓 , 𝑏2, 𝐴2, 𝑤)  is used. For the second model, 

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) =

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣 + 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓 , 𝑏1, 𝐴1, 𝑤)  is 

used to include only the two symmetric peaks of HR mode. For the third model, only the positive 

peak term in 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣 + 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓 , 𝑏1, 𝐴1, 𝑤) is included to simulate the case when there’s only one 

isolated peak.  

The parameters 𝐴1, 𝑏1, 𝐴2, 𝑏2, 𝑤, 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓  are first obtained by fitting an IETS with known bias 

modulation to Eq. (2.5) and then applied to the different 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) models above. It is worth noting 

that although  
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2 (𝑣, 𝑏, 𝐴, 𝑤) has singularities at 𝑣 = ±𝑏 , 𝑙𝑖𝑚
𝑣→±𝑏

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2 (𝑣) does exist, therefore the 

numerical integration is still valid. 

The calculation of HR peak height (at +19.6 mV) is plotted against 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 for all three models of 

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) as shown in Figure 2.9b. For 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 < 18 𝑚𝑉, peak heights calculated for all three models 

align well with each other and for 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 < 5 𝑚𝑉 they all fit to 𝐼𝑅(𝑏1) = 0.235 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧
2 𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
|
𝑏1

, which 

is very close to the rectification term  
𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧

2

4
 

𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
|
𝑏1

 from second order Taylor expansion of  

𝐼(𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡) under small modulation amplitude assumption[30]. For 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 > 15𝑚𝑉 , 
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the behavior of three curves becomes very different. Peak height increases linearly with 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 for 

the single peak model and fits to 𝐼𝑅(𝑏1) = 2.71 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
|
𝑏1

− 2.865. Whereas for the model that 

contains only symmetric HR peaks, peak height starts to bend down from the single peak model 

curve at above 40mV as the influence from negative HR peak comes into play. Similarly, for the 

regular 
𝑑2𝐼

𝑑𝑉2
(𝑣) that contains both HR and HT peaks, the upward bending in HR peak height occurs 

at around 18 mV due to contribution from the HT peak that’s 18.3 meV away. With increasing 

𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 extending the integration range to negative bias range, the negative peaks contribution starts 

to dominate and lead to downward bending in the curve. For the range of 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 presented in Figure 

2.3, only the range between the small amplitude nonlinear region and downward bending is 

displayed and therefore no significant nonlinearity is visually observed. In a word, we can expect 

a nonlinear rectification current response to small values of 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 and a linear rectification current 

response to 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 in the range that doesn’t couple adjacent peaks into the probed peak. 
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Figure 2.9 HR peak height vs THz induced voltage drop across STM junction (VTHz). (a) A THz 

RS (red curve) simulated for VTHz = 5 mV with Eq. (2.10). The waveform 
d2I

dV2 (black curve) is 

obtained by fitting a reference IETS (3 mVrms  bias modulation, blue dots) with Eq. (2.5). (b) 

Height of the HR peak on positive bias side as a function of VTHz. Three different types of  
d2I

dV2 

models are used for simulation to compare the regular CO THz RS which have 2 pairs of 

symmetric peaks (green dashed curve) to the special cases when the HT peaks are missing (red 

dashed curve) and when there is only one positive HR peak (black solid curve). The latter two 

cases use the same peak position and peak width parameters as the regular 
d2I

dV2 model. Inset shows 

the zoomed-in simulation results for VTHz<5 mV. 
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2.3.7 Estimation of Tip-substrate gap 

The Tip-substrate gap with tip over a CO molecule for a specific tunneling setpoint can be written 

as: 

Z = ZSubstrate + ΔZCO (2.11) 

Where ZSubstrate is the tip-substrate gap when tip is over substrate, and ΔZCO represent the relative 

tip height change when tip goes from substrate to the center of a CO molecule. 

On Ag(110) substrate, ΔZCO was experimentally determined to be -0.02 Angstrom. And ZSubstrate 

is estimated by linear extrapolation of Log(
G

G0
) as a function of relative gap change ΔZ, where G 

is the junction conductance, G0 is the quantum conductance, and ΔZ is relative tip height variation 

measured at different setpoint current. As shown in Figure 2.10, Log(
G

G0
) is plotted as a function 

of ΔZ where ΔZ = 0 is determined by a reference tunneling gap at 40 mV/2 nA. The ΔZ value that 

correspond to Log(
G

G0
) = 0 can be obtained by linear extrapolation, which gives the relative tip 

height change from the reference tip height to the point-contact position. This tip height change is 

obtained to be 3.25 Angstrom as indicated in Figure 2.10. Therefore, we can write ZSubstrate as: 

ZSubstrate = 3.25 + ΔZ (2.12) 

As a result, we obtain an estimated tip-substrate gap distance from 3.23 Angstrom to 4.25 

Angstrom for tip over CO with tunneling setpoint between 40 mV/2 nA and 40 mV/0.2 nA. 
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Figure 2.10 Tip-substrate gap calibration. (a) Extrapolation of relative conductance Log(
G

G0
) 

measured over Ag(110) substrate as a function of relative tip height change ΔZ.(b) Schematic 

showing the definition for different tip height. 
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Chapter 3 

Single Molecule Photon Equilibrium Action Spectroscopy 

 

3.1 Abstract 

We couple tunable lasers to a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to study the reaction 

dynamics of vibration-mediated reversible conformational transitions of a single pyrrolidine 

molecule adsorbed on Cu(001). By introducing the concept of photon reaction equilibrium (K𝑆), 

we demonstrate photon equilibrium action spectroscopy (PEAS) for a single pyrrolidine molecule 

to detect resonant excitation of C-H stretch third overtone and fine features in N-H stretch first 

overtone region with sub-meV energy resolution. The PEAS measurements are shown to be 

insensitive to the broad local surface plasmon (LSP) modes and frequency-dependent laser power 

variation induced by optical setup, which tackles one of the biggest challenges in conventional 

single molecule laser action spectroscopy and provides a new approach to mode-selective control 

of a single molecule photo-switch. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Laser combined STM has been widely used to study photo-induced chemical reactions in single 

molecules. Within tunneling regime, the nano cavity formed by the STM tip and substrate creates 

localized surface plasmons (LSP) under laser illumination, which greatly confine and enhance the 

electric field of light near the tip apex. Such field enhancement and confinement have created 

unique advantage for probing and controlling photoinduced chemical reaction with bond 

selectivity[1–3]. However, LSP excitation usually create strong and intricate power spectra for 

junction nearfield. In conventional molecular laser action spectroscopy, photon yield or cross 

section is measured as a function of photon energy, the results often consist strong features 

dominated by the LSP induced junction nearfield intensity, and information regarding photon-

molecular interaction is blurred [4,5]. On the other hand, for wavelength dependent study, the 

electric nearfield strength at tunneling junction is also sensitive to optical alignment change 

induced by transmissive optical elements due to their transmission profile or refractive dispersion. 

These factors are hard to avoid for different types of optical setups and may lead to spurious 

features in laser action spectra of a single molecule.  

To tackle the above-mentioned challenges, we introduce photon equilibrium action spectroscopy 

(PEAS) for energy-resolved probing of photo-induced vibrational excitation in the context of a 

reversible photo-switching molecules. This technique applies to all photo-active systems that 

exhibits reversible conductance switching when adsorbed on a substrate, such as porphycene[4], 

azobenzene and its functionalized derivatives[6–8]. Here we demonstrate PEAS over a single 

pyrrolidine molecule adsorbed on Cu(001) using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) coupled 

with wavelength-tunable lasers. Features indicating resonant photoexcitation of vibrational 

overtones are resolved from such measurements and was shown to be insensitive to junction LSP 
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mode or optical transmission/alignment variation at different laser frequency. We also demonstrate 

its application as a sensitive chemical probe by studying the local environment effect of the photon 

reaction equilibrium. 

3.3 Experimental Methods 

We couple a wavelength tunable laser into the tunneling junction of a home-built low temperature 

STM in a UHV chamber (Figure 3.1a). Detailed optical setups for different laser sources are 

described in Supporting Information 3.6.1. A Cu(001) substrate is prepared in the UHV chamber 

with repeated cycles of Neon bombardment at 1.5 keV energy and annealing at 650 ℃. All 

measurements are done with an atomic-sharp silver tip. The tip is prepared by repeated cycles of 

Neon bombardment at up to 1.5 keV and annealing. After sample is approached to tunneling 

distance, tip apex is further sharpened by gentle poking on the substrate. Pyrrolidine (>99.5%, 

Sigma Aldrich) is purified with repeated freeze-pump-thaw procedures and evaporated to a clean 

Cu(001) substrate cooled to 8K.  

When adsorbed on Cu(001) substrate, pyrrolidine has 2 meta-stable envelop forms [9] as shown 

in Figure 3.1b. We refer the two states as low (L) and high (H), with state H corresponding to a 

higher tunneling current with constant height probing, or a higher feedback Z with constant current 

probing. Figure 3.1c shows a constant-current topography of a single pyrrolidine adsorbed on 

Cu(001). The streaks along the vertical scanning direction reflect reversible transitions between 

the 2 states during the scan. To quantitively investigate the conformational transition kinetics of a 

single pyrrolidine molecule, we measure the H → L and L → H transition rates by obtaining the 

state residence time tH and tL from tunneling current traces recorded at constant height mode over 

center of a pyrrolidine (Figure 3.1d). After sampling tH and tL of many consecutive transition 

cycles, the transition rate for H → L (or L → H) process can be calculated as: 
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RH→L (L→H) =
1

TH(L)

(3.1) 

Here TH(L) = tH(L)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   is the mean value of all sampled state residence times. Note that although we 

measure only from one molecule, each of the transition events occurs with completely random 

intervals without inheriting any memory from previous events, therefore, the statistics of a single 

molecule measurement is equivalent to that of an ensemble measurement. 

As a unimolecular reversible chemical reaction, we also define the reaction equilibrium constant 

as: 

K =
RL→H

RH→L

(3.2) 

An increase in K indicates the equilibrium is shifted towards the H state, and vice versa. By this 

definition, it’s intuitive to expect a shift in equilibrium when the RL→H and RH→L are not changed 

by the same proportion. In another word, when there’s photoexcitation of certain vibration mode 

that favors transition in one direction to the other, an equilibrium shift would occur. 

With STM probing, we always observe a combined effect from both tunneling electrons and 

photons, therefore it’s important to extract the pure photon contribution from the measurements. 

It has been experimentally proved that photon-induced switching rate at fixed wavelength and 

power is a constant add-on to the electron induced switch rate as a function of sample bias [10], 

therefore we here assume photon induced switching rate to be only dependent of laser frequency 

and power, given a fixed optical setup. 

When junction is illuminated with light, we observe significant increase in transition rate. The 

linear relation between transition rates and power indicates a single photon process (Figure 3.2a), 

which has been observed for different laser frequencies. The slope of linear regression from a set 

of power dependent transition rate measurements is defined as photon rate coefficient m, which is 
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increase in transition rate per unit power. The photon yield at frequency ν, describing contributions 

to reaction rate induced per photon, is defined as: 

YL→H (H→L)(ν) =
mL→H (H→L)(ν)

hν
(3.3) 

Due to the competition between electron and photon in the transition enhancement, we find that 

the reaction equilibrium constants K computed from 
RL→H

RH→L
  measured at different biases approach 

the same level as power increases, which implies that as light power increases, the inelastic 

tunneling electron induced equilibrium-steering effect gets overridden (Figure 3.2b). Here, we 

define photon equilibrium constant K𝑆 to be the asymptotic value for K at infinitely high laser 

power and use it to describe the purely photon-induced reaction equilibrium. KS at laser frequency 

ν is written as: 

KS(ν) = lim
power→∞

K(power, ν) =
mL→H (ν)

mH→L(ν)
(3.4) 

As K𝑆(ν) is only dependent of laser frequency, it’s expected to be insensitive to sample bias, the 

local surface plasma enhancement, and frequency-dependent junction field variation induced by 

optical setup. Therefore, 𝐾𝑆(𝜈) spectra (also known as PEAS) is expected to reveal resonant 

photoexcitation of vibrational modes that trigger an equilibrium shift in the reversible transition 

process.  
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Figure 3.1 The reversible conformational transition of a pyrrolidine adsorbed on Cu(001). (a) A 

schematic diagram showing a silver STM tip probing the current from a switching pyrrolidine 

molecule, with tunable laser focused into STM junction at 45-degree incident angle. (b) A 

schematic diagram of two interchangeable conformational states L and H. State H is defined by 

either higher Z feedback signal with feedback on, or a higher tunneling current with feedback 

off. An asymmetric double-well model is used to depict the potential energy (PE) along the 

reaction coordinate. The bigger potential well depth for state H in this case correspond to a 

bigger transition rate from state L to H. (c) Constant current topography of a pyrrolidine taken at 

set point +50 mV, 0.1 nA. Streaks in image indicate frequent switching between two states 

during the image scanning. (d) Tunneling current time trace measured with constant height 

probing over center of pyrrolidine (indicated by red star in (c)), taken at bias +50 mV with a 

tunneling gap set by -500 mV, 1 nA. 
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Figure 3.2 Laser power dependence of pyrrolidine conformational switching. (a) RL→H and RH→L 

as a function of power for 1543.6 nm light, measured at +50 mV with feedback off at set point -

500 mV, 1 nA. Black lines are linear fit of the measurement. (b) Reaction equilibrium constant K 

as a function of power for 1543.6 nm light, measured at -30 mV, -50 mV and +50 mV 

respectively with feedback off at set point -500 mV, 1 nA. With increasing power, the reaction 

equilibrium constants measured at different biases approach the same value 𝐾𝑆.  
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

As shown in Figure 3.3a and b, photon transition yields YL→H , YH→L and photon equilibrium KS of 

a single pyrrolidine on Cu(001) is measured as a function of laser wavelength range 725 ~985 nm, 

the alignment is optimized at each wavelength by maximizing the light induced transition rate. A 

broad baseline feature can be observed in the photon transition yields for transitions in both 

directions, with YL→H being approximately 4 times the values of YH→L. The broad baseline shape 

matches well with the simulated LSP mode for silver tip on Cu(111) reported by Kazuma et. al.[11], 

which has a leading peak around 670 nm and local minimum around 880 nm. Therefore, we 

attribute the baseline feature to be the cumulative excitation of all vibrational modes within the 

energy distribution of LSP generated hot electrons, which spans the gap from the substrate Fermi 

level up to the LSP energy. With this excitation mechanism, the photon transition yield is 

dominated by the LSP excitation efficiency at different incident photon energies. On the other 

hand, for the Ks spectra, we observe an overall flat baseline with a significant dip-peak feature 

near 915 nm, where photon transition yields only exhibit a very weak and broad feature. This 

equilibrium shift is attributed to the resonant excitation of the C-H stretch third overtone (as 

compared to liquid phase absorption spectra shown in Figure 3.3c) with the LSP nearfield at 

tunneling junction. This dip-peak feature can be explained by the mode softening of proximally 

located C-H groups at L state due to their interaction with the metal substrate. A larger cross section 

for C-H stretch excitation at H state leads to a H to L equilibrium shift near 915 nm, and the C-H 

stretch excitation of the 2 proximal C-H bonds at L state leads to a L to H equilibrium shift at the 

red-shifted wavelength. Different line shapes for photon transition yield and 𝐾𝑆 spectra provide 

strong evidence that the latter is insensitive to influence of LSP and makes a good indicator for 

mode-selective reaction equilibrium control with tunable wavelength.  
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Figure 3.3 Wavelength dependence of pyrrolidine conformational transition in the 725~985 nm 

range. (a) Photon yield is plotted as a function of wavelength for L → H and H → L transition 

respectively. For each wavelength, current traces are measured at different laser power values 

(including zero power), and transition yield is computed. Three data sets are displayed with each 

set repeated with manually optimized laser alignment at each wavelength. All three data sets 

were measured at +30 mV bias with feedback off at state H with set point +30 mV, 0.1 nA. (b) 

Computed 𝐾𝑆 for all three data sets shown in (a). Error bars indicate propagated uncertainty from 

standard error of reaction rate measurement. (c) NIR absorption spectra obtained with bulk liquid 

sample of pyrrolidine. 
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To confirm the effectiveness of PEAS, we further use a set of fiber coupled tunable diode lasers 

to perform the same measurements with finer frequency steps (< 50 GHz) over the range of 1544 

to 1554 nm, which falls right on one of the N-H stretch first overtone peaks (Figure 3.4c). To 

simplify data taking process, we measure the transition rates with light off and with light on at a 

fixed power for each wavelength and compute the photon transition yield based on the two-point 

data sets. Despite the strong fluctuation in photon transition yields (see Figure 3.4a), which in this 

case is dominated by the power variation at different wavelength due to transmission loss of the 

optical fiber setup, we can observe a very different line shape in the K𝑆 spectra. The K𝑆 spectra 

resolve 2 peaks on a broad baseline with fitted FWHM to be of 0.48 meV and 0.82 meV 

respectively (Figure 3.4b). These 2 peaks are possibly related to rotational-vibrational excitation 

of pyrrolidine due to its low energy barrier to rotate around the adsorption site [12], with peaks at 

1545.8 nm and 1550.4 nm corresponding to the H state and L state rotational excitation 

respectively. The bigger FWHM value for the 1550.4 nm peak can be the interpreted as a smaller 

coherence time due to a stronger interaction between the molecule and the metal substrate at L 

state. On the other hand, KS spectra baseline shown in Figure 3.4b exhibits a “U” shape, which is 

close to the inversed profile of the liquid phase absorption spectra. Based on the ab-initio 

calculation done by El-Gogary and Soliman[9], N-H bond has a strong force interaction with the 

two neighboring C-N bonds, and the C-N stretching makes a leading component in the potential 

energy distribution of the ring breathing mode. Combining information from the electron action 

spectra (see Supporting Information 3.6.3) where ring breathing mode is highly in favor of H → L 

transitions, we can infer a possible equilibrium shift towards the L state associated with the 

photoexcitation of N-H stretch mode and its overtones. This inference provides potential 
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explanation to the shape of baseline observed in KS  spectra. Nonetheless, to make conclusive 

statements regarding the peaks and line shape, KS spectra of a wider wavelength range are needed.  

We also compared KS spectra measured at 3 different sample biases (Figure 3.5a) to show that all 

three KS  spectra measurements are consistent both in values and overall line shapes, which 

experimentally confirms KS spectra to be independent of sample bias. With a different tip, we also 

compare the KS spectra at sample bias -50 mV for an isolated pyrrolidine, a pyrrolidine adsorbed 

next to a CO molecule, and a pyrrolidine adsorbed next to a step edge (Figure 3.5c). KS spectra of 

the latter two display offsets of approximately -0.1 and -0.2 with respect to the isolated pyrrolidine, 

indicating a shift towards L state due to the change of local environment. This can be interpreted 

as the result of a gentle modification to the potential well model (Figure 3.5b) due to local surface 

potential change induced by nearby CO adsorption and step edge. Small redshifts in both peaks 

can be resolved from the gaussian fitting, which indicate change in rotational energy due to the 

influence of local environment. Again, the above reasoning is based on the assumption that both 

peaks are rotational features, which requires KS  spectra of a broader wavelength range and 

rigorous calculation to confirm. However, such small peak shift induced by local environment 

variation indeed demonstrates a promising application of PEAS for single molecule vibrational 

sensing with sub-meV energy resolution.  
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Figure 3.4 Wavelength dependence of single pyrrolidine conformational transition in the 1544 ~ 

1554 nm range. (a) Photon yield as a function of wavelength for L → H and H → L transition 

respectively with laser illumination at 0.68 mW nominal power. Current traces are recorded at -50 

mV bias with tip feedback off at set point -500mV, 1 nA. (b) Corresponding 𝐾𝑆 spectra computed 

from photon yield. Error bars indicate propagated uncertainty from standard errors of transition 

rate measurement. The red curve is the cumulative fitting results of two Lorentzian peaks (green 

and magenta curves, offset by 2.2 for easy comparison to measured data) and a broad baseline 

(blue curve). (c) NIR absorption spectra obtained with bulk liquid sample of pyrrolidine. The 

measured wavelength range in (a) and (b) is located at one of the N-H stretch v = 0 → 2 overtone 

peaks. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of saturated reaction equilibrium constant Ks for different bias and 

molecule local environment, in the range of 1544 ~1554 nm. (a) Ks(𝜈) measured with sample 

bias at -30 mV,-50 mV and +50 mV respectively with 0.68 mW nominal laser power. 3-point 

adjacent averaging for the averaged data of all three biases are displayed as black curve to guide 

the view. (b) Ks as a function of wavelength for an isolated pyrrolidine, a pyrrolidine adsorbed 

next to a carbon monoxide, and a pyrrolidine adsorbed next to a step edge, probed with tip 

position indicated in (c) - (e) respectively. Current traces are measured at -50 mV with 0.68 mW 

nominal laser power. Black curves in (b) is fitted curve as the sum of two gaussian peaks and a 

baseline. The black and blue dotted lines indicate the peak positions measured for an isolated 

pyrrolidine. All current traces are measured with feedback off at set point -500 mV, 1 nA. (c)-(e) 

display the topographies (top) of pyrrolidines with different local environment and the 

corresponding double well potential schematic diagrams (bottom) that qualitatively describe each 

pyrrolidine 2-level system. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated PEAS in detection of vibrational overtone 

photoexcitation in a single pyrrolidine molecule with sub-meV energy resolution. With PEAS , we 

can probe purely photon-induced equilibrium shift with great robustness against any frequency-

dependent electric field variation at junction, either caused by LSP mode or optical transmission. 

This technique provides a new prospective for mode-selective photocatalysis in product 

concentration control of reversible chemical reactions. Moreover, the observation of possible 

rotational-vibrational excitation and the local environment sensitivity of such measurement also 

demonstrate the superior energy resolution of this novel single molecule optical spectroscopy 

technique.  
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3.6 Supporting Information 

 

3.6.1 Optical Setup For Two Types of Laser Sources 

For measurement from 725 ~ 985 nm, a tunable Ti-Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics MaiTai eHP 

DeepSee) is used at pulsed continuous-wave mode, with a bandwidth around 3 nm (Figure 3.6a). 

Laser power is stabilized and controlled by a laser power controller first and then fine-tuned by a 

set of linear polarizers. The transmitted light is then aligned and focused to STM junction with a 

pair of mirrors and a 4-inch focal length Tsurupica lens (BroadBand Inc.). Laser power is 

measured with a silicon diode power meter (Thorlabs S120VC) after the second polarizer and 

used as nominal laser power for experimental measurement. 

For measurement from 1544 ~ 1554 nm, a set of DFB lasers (Toptica TeraScan1550) are used 

(Figure 3.6b). Each laser covers roughly half of the wavelength tuning range, and they together 

provide a tuning range of 2580 GHz with less than 10 MHz frequency linewidth. Light emission 

from both laser heads is coupled into a 2×2 50:50 optical fiber mixer (Toptica TeraScan1550) to 

maintain consistent optical setup when switching between the 2 lasers. Light out of one output port 

of the 50:50 mixer is then fed to an Electrical Variable Optical Attenuator (EVOA, Thorlabs 

V1550PA) for power regulation and the output light is further split with a 25:75 fiber splitter 

(Thorlabs PNH1550R3A1). The 25% portion is measured by an InGaAs photodiode (Thorlabs 

DET08CFC) and photocurrent is used as real-time feedback for a home-made PID power 

regulation box, which in turn controls the EVOA to reach target output power. The 75% portion 

is coupled to a fiber collimator (Thorlabs F260APC-1550) through another fiber patch cable 

(Thorlabs P3-1550PMP-2). A 4-inch focal length Tsurupica lens (BroadBand Inc.) is used to 
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eventually focus the collimated beam into the STM junction. The power measured by the InGaAs 

photodiode is multiplied by 3 and used as nominal laser power for experimental measurements. 

In both setups, we adjust laser beam to p-polarization to maximize the electric field component 

along the tip axis. 
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Figure 3.6 Detailed experimental setup for different types of laser sources. (a) Optical setup for 

a free space laser source. (b) Optical setup for a pair of fiber-coupled DFB lasers.  
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3.6.2 Alignment of 1550 nm Laser Beam to Junction 

To align laser beam around 1550 nm to junction, instead of using an InGaAs camera to image the 

exiting beam, we use a 635 nm diode laser for pre-alignment. As shown in Figure 3.7, the 635 nm 

laser beam is first dimmed by a ND filter and then coupled to a fiber port (Thorlabs PAF2A-11B). 

In the optical setup shown in Figure 3.6b, disconnect the fiber patch cable from the position 

indicated by the red circle, and connect it to the fiber port as indicated by the red circle in Figure 

3.7. The 635 nm laser beam will transmit to the STM junction and exit to form image at the CMOS 

camera. Guided by the camera view, 635 nm beam can be aligned to tip apex. We then switch back 

to the regular setup in Figure 3.6b and further optimize the 1550 nm laser alignment by maximizing 

the conformational transition rate of a pyrrolidine molecule. Since the fiber patch cable and 

collimator are both designed for 1550 nm light, the transmitted 635nm beam shape is not ideal (see 

inset of Figure 3.7). However, with this method, we can reproduce the optical alignment with 

1550nm light after the fiber collimator with minimum discrepancy by avoiding any movement of 

the fiber collimator and focusing lens. 
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Figure 3.7 Optical setup for pre-alignment with 635 nm diode laser. Inset shows the camera 

view with light beam aligned to STM junction. 
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3.6.3 Electron Action Spectra of Pyrrolidine Reversible Conformational Transition 

To better understand the role played by tunneling electrons in the reversible transition of 

pyrrolidine, we measured the transition rate as a function of sample bias without light illumination 

(Figure 3.8a). It is interesting to see that, H → L and L → H transitions are driven by different 

vibrational modes through inelastic tunneling process[13–17]. RL→H and RH→L  are fitted to the 

equation below (see details in reference [18]): 

Rdark(V) = ∑ kiIIET,i(V)

i

+ const. 

The first term represents the sum of vibration-induced transition rates that’s proportional to the 

inelastic tunneling current IIET,i(V) of vibrational mode i. The small constant offset accounts for 

an intrinsic transition that occurs without any vibrational excitation. 

From the fitting results we can resolve the dominating modes for H → L transitions at 47.2 meV, 

109.4 meV, 160.6 meV and 365.12 meV, which can be assigned to out-of-plane ring, ring 

breathing, H-N-C wagging and C-H stretch modes respectively. And for L → H  transitions, 

dominating modes at 79.8 meV, 160.6 meV and 358.36 meV are resolved, corresponding to in-

plane ring, H-N-C wagging and C-H stretch mode. Comparing the transition rates to the computed 

the reaction equilibrium constant K from 
RL→H

RH→L
  (displayed in Figure 3.8b), we can obtain the 

following two insights: A. Excitation of certain vibrational modes is favored in one conformational 

state over the other. B. The dominating vibrational excitation at one conformational state will shift 

transition equilibrium towards the other state. For example, excitation of out-of-plane ring mode 

and ring breathing mode is favored for H state conformation, which greatly facilitated H → L 

transitions at bias near 47.2 meV and 109.4 meV, leading to an equilibrium shift towards the L 

state; similarly, excitation of in-plane ring mode at 79.8 meV is favored for L → H transitions and 
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leads to a dramatic equilibrium shift towards the H state. On the other hand, transitions in both 

directions are facilitated with similar intensity at 160.6 meV due to H-N-C wagging mode 

excitation. As this mode is barely affected by the conformation state, no significant change in 

equilibrium is induced by this mode. For the C-H stretch mode, the fitting results indicate a lower 

excitation energy for L state than high state, this can be attributed to the mode softening of the C-

H bonds closer to copper substrate, a similar effect was observed by Patel et. al. for pyrrolidine on 

Cu(110) substrate[19]. The mode softening results in bigger cross section of C-H stretch excitation 

for state H and shifted the equilibrium slightly towards state L. At bias +500 mV and -500 mV, 

the cumulative vibration excitation of all lower energy modes has resulted in an equilibrium 

constant of 1.8 and 0.9 respectively, this difference is potentially cause by molecule structural 

difference due to opposite electric field orientation. 
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Figure 3.8 Action spectra for reversible conformational transition of pyrrolidine. (a) The transition 

rates of  L → H and H → L (RL→H ,  RH→L) as a function of sample bias from -500 mV to +500 mV. 

Fitted results are displayed in black curves. Data are measured with constant height probing at set 

point -500 mV, 1 nA, without light illumination. For sample bias in the range -80 ~ +80 mV, 

transition rates are measured from current traces as described in Experimental Methods. For 

sample bias beyond the range -80 ~ +80 mV, due to limited bandwidth of current pre-amplifier, 

transition rates are measured using a different method discussed in detail by Jiang in ref[18].  (b) 

Corresponding reaction equilibrium constant K, defined as RL→H / RH→L, is plotted as a function 

of sample bias. Black curve is calculated from the fitted curve in (a). Increase in K indicates a shift 

of transition equilibrium towards state H, vice versa. 
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3.6.4 Statistical Error Analysis of Transition Rate, Photon Yield and Photon Equilibrium 

Constant  

In the conformational transitions of pyrrolidine, state L to H and H to L transitions are viewed as 

2 independent Poisson processes. For a Poisson process that takes a transition as an event, the 

probability for no event occurring within a time interval τ can be written as: 

P(n = 0, t ≤ τ) = e−rτ 

Here, r is the average transition rate. Therefore, the probability for a transition to occur between τ 

and τ + Δt is: 

P(τ, Δt) = P(n = 0, t ≤ τ) − P(n = 0, t ≤ τ + Δt) = (1 − e−rΔt)e−rτ 

This probability is still an exponential decay with the same decay rate constant r. The histograms 

of experimentally measured state residence times of state L and H are plotted in Figure 3.9, both 

fitted well to an exponential decay yielding transition rates RL→H = 12.5Hz and RH→L = 6.7Hz. 

With Δt → 0, we get the probability mass function for a state residence τ being: 

P(τ) =
1

r
e−rτ 

This would yield an expectation and variance for rate constant R: 

E(R) = Var(R) = r 

Experimentally we take the inverse of mean state residence time as the transition rate constant  

RH→L (L→H) =
1

TH(L)
 

 The standard error of the transition rate constant measurement is therefore written as: 

δRH→L (L→H) = √
RH→L (L→H)

∑ tH(L)
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Now suppose we use N pairs of power dependent transition rate measurements to compute the 

light-induced rate constant k (which is the slope of the linear regression between rate and power) 

and consider only the statistical error from transition rate measurement, we can model the 

experimental measurements as below: 

pi = pi
∗ 

Ri = Ri
∗ ± δRi 

pi, Ri represent the measurement values laser power and transition rates, and pi
∗, Ri

∗ represent the 

true values, δRi being the standard error for Ri. 

The linear regression estimate for slope (rate constant) k from true values is: 

m̂ =
Cov(p, R∗)

Var(p)
=

Cov(p, R ± δR)

Var(p)
 

whereas the estimate of k from measurement values is: 

m̅ =
Cov(p, R)

Var(p)
 

Therefore, the relative error of estimated photon efficiency  m̅ is: 

β =
|m̅ − m̂|

m̂
= |

Cov(p, δR)

Cov(p, R)
| 

The propagated uncertainties for photon yield Y and saturated reaction equilibrium constant are 

written as follow: 

δY = δ (
m

Ephoton
) = Y ∗ β 

δKs = δ (
mL→H

mH→L
) = Ks√βL→H

2 + βH→L
2  
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Figure 3.9 Histogram of residence times at state L and H (tL and tH) extracted from current trace 

of 100s in total and displayed in (a) and (b) respectively. Current trace is measured at +50 mV 

bias with feedback off at set point -500 mV, 1 nA, without light illumination. The red lines are 

exponential fit of events as a function of tL or tH, which yield transition rates of 12.5 Hz and 6.7 

Hz respectively. 
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Chapter 4  

Line Shape Study for Pyrrolidine Optical Rectification Spectra 
 

 

4.1 Abstract 

The photo-switching behavior of a surface-adsorbed pyrrolidine molecule makes it a good photo-

rectifier at a tunneling junction. Photocurrent generated at from a single pyrrolidine molecule can 

be measured by Optical rectification spectroscopy (ORS). Here we demonstrate the line shape and 

signal intensity variation in ORS of a single pyrrolidine molecule observed at different tunneling 

gaps and different laser powers with 1548 nm illumination. We simulate ORS with line shapes 

highly consistent with the experimental measurements by employing a two-level system model 

and an assumption of bias-independent photo-switching rate. The results indicate that the 

competition between photon-induced conformational transitions and electron-induced transitions 

can be engineered through multiple factors and leads to effective tuning of the photocurrent 

generated from a single molecule. 
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4.2 Introduction and Theoretical Background  

Single molecule electronics and devices [1–3] are important building blocks for the next-

generation integrated circuits. Molecular photo-switches are in particular of interest to researchers 

due to their potential application as photo mixers and phototransistor in digital circuit[4–10]. For 

molecules that undergo fast conductance switching under photo-illumination, it is even possible to 

build single molecule photo-conductive devices that generates radio frequency or even terahertz 

radiation. A recent study by Yao et al.[11] demonstrated the optical rectification spectroscopy in 

measuring photocurrent induced in a single pyrrolidine molecule. The photocurrent was shown to 

be bias dependent and exhibit a setpoint dependence and laser power dependence as well. In this 

paper, we discuss in detail the setpoint and power dependence in the experimental ORS line shapes 

of a pyrrolidine molecule adsorbed on Cu (001) surface, providing a deeper understanding of the 

nature of ORS line shapes through numerical simulations based on theoretical models.  

As discussed in Chapter 3, for a pyrrolidine adsorbed on a 8-K Cu(001) substrate under laser 

illumination, its conformational transition rates in both directions are controlled jointly by the 

sample bias V, laser illumination frequency ν and power p, which can be written as: 

RL→H(H→L)(V, ν, p) = RL→H(H→L),dark(V) + mL→H(H→L)(ν) × p (4.1) 

Here mL→H(H→L)(ν) is the photon rate coefficient, which is unique to each laser frequency ν. The 

dark rate Rdark(V) is written as [12]: 

RL→H(H→L),dark(V) = ∑ki(j)IIET,i(j)(V)

i(j)

+ CL→H(H→L) (4.2) 
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Where IIET,i(V) is the inelastic tunneling current from excitation of vibrational mode i, and ki 

represents the conversion efficiency between the vibrational excitation of mode i  and the 

conformational transition reaction.  

Considering a simple two-level system[13] where population is conserved, the equilibrium state 

populations of a single pyrrolidine molecule are determined by RL→H and RL→H simultaneously: 

{
nH,eq(V) =

RL→H(V)

RL→H(V) + RH→L(V)

nL,eq(V) = 1 − nH,eq(V)

(4.3) 

Where nH, nL, RL→H and RH→L  are the high-state population, low state population, low-to-high 

transition rate and high-to-low transition rate respectively.  

For an immediate change in RL→H(V) or RH→L(V) at time t = 0, the successive time evolution of 

high-state population is described by an exponential transition [11,13,14] from its initial 

population nH0(V) to the new equilibrium population nH′(V) controlled by the new transition rates 

R′L→H(V) and R′H→L(V): 

{
 
 

 
 nH(V, t) = (nH0(V) − nH,eq′(V)) e

−[R′L→H(V)+R′H→L(V)]t + nH,eq′(V)

nL(V, t) = 1 − nH(V, t)

nH,eq′(V) =
R′L→H(V)

R′L→H(V) + R′H→L(V)

(4.4) 

The exponential decay rate equals the total rate of conformational transitions. Therefore, change 

in RL→H and RL→H will in general lead to a change in the state population, hence a change in the 

total tunneling current, which can be modelled as a population-weighted average between 2 

conformational states[15]: 

Itotal(V, t) = nH(V, t)σHV+ nL(V, t)σLV (4.5) 
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Where σH and σL are the high-state and low-state conductance respectively and assumed to be 

constant as a function of sample bias. This model has been used to explain the vibrationally 

mediated negative differential resistance (NDR) observed for pyrrolidine and pyrrolidine-d8 [15].  

For ORS, there are two types of measurements we can perform: static ORS, which is the I-V curve 

subtraction between the bright condition (laser on) and dark condition (laser off), and dynamic 

ORS, which is obtained by illuminating the molecule junction with a chopped laser beam and 

acquiring the first harmonic signal from tunneling current. The static ORS has shown to be quite 

different from the dynamic ORS in line shapes, especially in the low bias region[11]. The reason 

for such line shape difference originates from the chopping method used by the dynamic ORS 

measurement.  

For static ORS, we can interpret the signal as the total change in equilibrium tunneling current due 

to light-induced population shift. Combining Equation (4.3) and (4.5), we can write static ORS 

signal as: 

Istatic ORS(V) = IBright,eq(V) − IDark,eq(V) = ΔnH,eq(V) × Δσ × V (4.6) 

Where  

ΔnH(V) = nH,eq
Bright

(V) − nH,eq
Dark(V) (4.7) 

Δσ = σH − σL (4.8) 

IBright,eq(V) and  IDark,eq(V) are equilibrium tunneling current at bright and dark 

condition.  nH,eq
Bright

(V) , nH,eq
Dark(V)  are equilibrium high-state population at bright and dark 

condition respectively, and  σH, σL are high and low state conductance. 

For dynamic ORS measurement, the pyrrolidine molecule is under periodic change in light-

induced transition rate, therefore its high-state population is expected to alternate between the 
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bright and dark equilibrium population within each chopping cycle as described by Equations (4.4), 

resulting in a periodic oscillation in the tunneling current. The dynamic ORS signal is then obtained 

by extracting first harmonic component of the tunneling current. Mathematically in-phase and out-

of-phase components are computed by the equations below: 

Idynamic ORS(V) =  

{
 
 

 
 

f∫ Itotal(V, t) sin(2πft + θ0) dt

1
f

0

,    In phase

f∫ Itotal(V, t) cos(2πft + θ0) dt

1
f

0

,    Out of phase

(4.9) 

Here f  denotes the chopping frequency of laser illumination. It’s worth noting that for some 

chopping frequencies, the amount of current change during each half chopping cycle can be limited 

by the slow exponential decay rate for low bias region. This can result in a much smaller first 

harmonic component compared to the static ORS measurement. As shown in Figure 4.1a and b, 

we simulated the high-state population nH(V, t)  for the first few chopping cycles of laser 

illumination, with 0.01 Hz and 273 Hz chopping frequencies respectively. The corresponding 

dynamic ORS are simulated according to Equation (4.4), (4.5) and (4.9) and displayed in Figure 

4.1c and d. For the 0.01 Hz slow chopping, each half cycle is sufficiently long for nH(V, t) to decay 

to the new equilibrium, even for the slow decay rate at 21.04 mV. Therefore, the corresponding 

dynamic ORS preserves the majority of the low bias features (Figure 4.1c). For the 273 Hz fast 

chopping, each half chopping cycle is too short, and nH(V, t)  at 22.04 mV and 61.12 mV decays 

faster during the bright half cycle than the dark half cycle, therefore we observe an overall shift 

towards the equilibrium population under the bright condition during the first few chopping cycles. 

nH(V, t) eventually forms a steady periodic fluctuation around the bright equilibrium population 

with a much smaller fluctuation amplitude than in the case of 0.01 Hz chopping. This leads to 

suppressed features in the low bias region of dynamic ORS (Figure 4.1d) as compared to the 0.01 
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Hz case. On the other hand, nH(V, t) decays fast enough at the high bias 221.44 mV due to its high 

switching rate, therefore no significant difference in its time evolution is observed between the fast 

and slow chopping cases. However, for the parameters used in this simulation, population 

difference between bright and dark is quite small in the high bias region due to the dominating 

transition rates induced by inelastic tunneling electrons, therefore the dynamic ORS signal is 

nearly zero for both fast and slow chopping cases. Figure 4.2a and b show the simulated dynamic 

ORS for different chopping frequencies from 0.01 Hz to 729 Hz and compares the in-phase 

components to the static ORS.  As chopping frequency increases, we can observe a gradual decay 

for the in-phase components from the static ORS line shape to a low-bias filtered line shape, 

accompanied by small feature in the out-of-phase components. By comparing Figure 4.2b and c, 

we can see that a significant phase angle shift occurs near a specific bias for each chopping 

frequency, and the corresponding feature in out-of-phase components happens to fall in the region 

where phase shift occurs. Based on the discussion above, we can qualitatively interpret the phase 

shift bias threshold as the threshold to which the total molecular transition rate no longer catches 

the chopping frequency. The immergence of out-of-phase components only near the threshold bias 

can be attributed to the limited capture of phase-delayed signal within each chopping cycle. For 

bias below the phase shift threshold, where the chopping frequency far exceeds the molecular 

response, out-of-phase components will also reduce to zero.  
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of dynamic optical rectification spectra (ORS) for chopping frequency 0.1 

Hz and 273 Hz. Time traces of high-state population nH upon laser illumination chopped at (a) 

0.01 Hz and (b) 273 Hz are simulated for four different biases. (c) and (d) are the simulated 

dynamic ORS with chopping frequency 0.01 Hz and 273 Hz respectively. A data set of 

experimentally measured bias-dependent transition rates at -500 mV/ 1 nA (Figure 3.8, positive 

bias data) are used for the dark transition rates. The parameters used for simulation include: photon 

rate coefficient mH→L = 200Hz unit power⁄ , saturated equilibrium constant Ks = 3 (defined as   

Ks =
mL→H

mH→L
 in chapter 3), laser power p = 1, low-state conductance σL = 0.672 pA/mV and high-

state conductance σH = 4σL. 
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Figure 4.2 Simulated dynamic ORS of a pyrrolidine at different chopping frequencies. In-phase 

components (Rx), out-of-phase (Ry) components and phase angle of simulated dynamic ORS are 

displayed in (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The static ORS, which is light-off current subtracted from 

light on current, is displayed as gray dashed curve in (a) as a reference. The steep change in phase 

angle for low bias region is induced by insufficient switching rate of pyrrolidine compared to the 

chopping frequency. Curves in (a) and (b) are offset for clarity. The parameter used for simulation 

is the same as in Figure 4.1. 
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4.3 Experimental Methods 

A Cu(001) substrate is prepared in the UHV chamber with repeated cycles of Neon bombardment 

at 1.5 keV energy and annealing at 650 ℃. All measurements are done with an atomic-sharp silver 

tip. The tip is prepared by repeated cycles of Neon bombardment at up to 1.5 keV and annealing. 

After sample is approached to tunneling distance, tip apex is further sharpened by gentle poking 

on the substrate. Pyrrolidine (>99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) is purified with repeated freeze-pump-thaw 

procedures and evaporated to a clean Cu(001) substrate cooled to 8K. 

To measure the dynamic ORS of a pyrrolidine molecule, we couple a tunable distributed feedback 

(DFB) laser to the tunneling junction of a low temperature home-made STM. As shown in Figure 

4.3, the DFB laser output is fiber-coupled to an electrical variable optical attenuator (EVOA#1), 

the output of EVOA#1 is split by a 25:75 splitter with the 25% portion fed to a photodiode to 

monitor the power. The photocurrent is then used as a feedback signal for a PID power control 

box, which regulates the input of EVOA#1 to maintain a stable power output after EVOA#1. The 

75% portion of light is coupled to EVOA#2, which is controlled by a synced square wave signal 

from lock-in amplifier to provide the periodic chopping of light. The chopped light from EVOA#2 

is finally coupled to a fiber collimator and converted into free-space collimated beam. The 

collimated beam is focused and aligned into STM junction. The detailed alignment method for 

1550 nm light beam is described in chapter 3 Supporting Information 3.6.2. With tip placed over 

the center of a pyrrolidine molecule in constant height mode, the tunneling current is measured by 

a pre-amplifier, and a lock-in amplifier is used to extract the first harmonic component for the 

optical rectification signal at different sample biases. 
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Figure 4.3 Experimental setup for optical rectification measurement.  
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During the experiment, if a slow chopping is applied, the chopped laser illumination can cause a 

large thermally induced junction gap oscillation that yields big artificial offset in the ORS signal. 

On the other hand, if chopping frequency is too high, a large signal suppression can occur due to 

the limited bandwidth of the pre-amplifier. Balancing the two limiting factors, a 273 Hz chopped 

light at 1548 nm was used for all dynamic ORS measurements in our experiment. With a 273 Hz 

chopping frequency, the thermally induced junction gap oscillation was observed to be very small, 

typically less than 1 picometers for the laser power used. This amount of junction gap oscillation 

doesn’t give rise to significant offset signal in the ORS, therefore, no tip height compensation is 

used for the 1548 nm ORS measurements.  

4.4 Results and Discussion 

To investigate the setpoint dependence of ORS line shapes, we measured dynamic ORS of a 

pyrrolidine molecule with fixed setpoint bias at -500 mV and different setpoint current values from 

56 pA to 2 nA, as shown in Figure 4.4a and b. Due to the overall good polarity symmetry of the 

dynamic ORS line shape, we herein only discuss line shape features in the negative bias and 

assume the same conclusion applies to the positive bias side. For setpoint current below 0.5 nA, 

there is a small negative overshoot (Figure 4.4a inset) for the in-phase component near -200 mV, 

forming a Fano-type line shape with the main peak near -100 mV. For setpoint current above 0.5 

nA, the positive ORS signal near -100 mV drops to zero towards higher bias direction without 

overshoot features. To understand this setpoint-dependent line shape variation, we need to 

understand how transition rates vary under different tunneling gaps, which involves investigation 

of photon-induced and dark transition rate as a function of tunneling setpoint current. For photon-

induced transitions, due to the lack of sufficient experimental data, we assume a simple linear 

relation between the photon-induced transition rate and the setpoint current value, with an 
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unchanged ratio Ks  between the L → H  and H → L  transition photon rate coefficients. For 

tunneling electron induced rate, we measured the dark condition transition rate as a function of 

setpoint current for the target bias -378 mV and -20mV, as shown in Figure 4.5a and b. For -378 

mV, where the transition rates are dominated by inelastic tunneling electron contribution, L →

H transition rate increases linearly as a function of setpoint current, while H → L transition rate 

increases in an exponential decay fashion, indicating an overall reaction equilibrium shift towards 

high state as the tunneling gap decreases. Whereas for -20 mV, where only thermally-induced 

transitions are detected, L → H transition rate increases with setpoint current in a logarithm fashion 

and H → L transition rate decreases with setpoint current in an inversed logarithm fashion. Taking 

the experimentally measured bias dependent transition rate at -500mV/1 nA as a reference, we 

introduce a modified version of Equation (4.1) and (4.2) to simulate the transition rate at different 

tunneling setpoints: 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
RL→H(H→L)(V, ν, p, Iset) = RL→H(H→L),dark(V, Iset) + mL→H(H→L)(ν, Iset) × p

mL→H(H→L)(ν, Iset) =
Iset
Iref

mL→H(H→L)(ν, Iref)

RL→H,dark(V, Iset) = α1(Iset)∑ki(j)IIET,i(j)(V, Iref)

i(j)

+ α2(Iset)CL→H(H→L)(Iref)

RH→L,dark(V, Iset) = β1(Iset)∑ki(j)IIET,i(j)(V, Iref)

i(j)

+ β2(Iset)CL→H(H→L)(Iref)

(4.10) 

Here, Iref is the reference current setpoint at which dark transition rates are measured and used for 

simulation. Iset  is the current setpoint to be computed. The correction pre-factors α1(Iset) , 

α2(Iset), β1(Iset) and β2(Iset) are obtained through fitting of the transition rate data in Figure 4.5a 

and b.  

With the simulated transition rates calculated with Equation (4.10) ,  we computed the dark 

condition high-state population  nH,eq
Dark(V)(shown in Error! Reference source not found. 4.5c). 
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The high state population is shifted upward with increasing setpoint current, which can be 

attributed to the potential surface modification in pyrrolidine due to increased tip-molecule 

interaction. On the other hand, when comparing nH,eq
Dark(V) to the equilibrium high-state population 

at saturated laser power  lim
power→∞

nH,eq
Bright

(V) , which is calculated to be 0.75 for Ks = 3,  it’s 

interesting to see that nH,eq
Dark(V) ≥ lim

power→∞
nH,eq
Bright

(V) in the bias range of -100 mV to -200mV for 

setpoint current 1 nA and 2nA, while nH,eq
Dark(V) < lim

power→∞
nH,eq
Bright

(V)in bias range of -100 mV to 

-200mV for setpoint current equal and below 0.5 nA. This leads to positive ΔnH(V) near -200 mV 

for setpoint current 1 nA and 2nA and negative ΔnH(V) for setpoint current equal and below 0.5 

nA (shown Figure 4.5d), hence a positive static ORS signal for setpoint current 1 nA and 2nA and 

negative static ORS signal for setpoint current equal and below 0.5 nA (shown in Figure 4.5e), 

according to Equation (4.6). Even for the smallest setpoint current 56 pA, the simulated total 

transition rate at -200 mV is around 105 Hz, which is much higher than the 273 Hz chopping 

frequency, therefore we can expect static ORS feature near -200 mV to be well preserved in the 

dynamic ORS measurements for all setpoints measured here, which provide a qualitative 

explanation to the line shape variation observed for different setpoint gaps. With the simulated 

RL→H(H→L)(V, ν, p, Iset) for each setpoint current, we further computed the dynamic ORS as shown 

in Figure 4.4c and d. The simulated line shape variation is highly consistent with the experimental 

data, which also validates the assumption we made about the photon-induced transition rate 

correction in Equation (4.10).  
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Figure 4.4 Experimental and simulated results of single-pyrrolidine ORS at different tunneling 

setpoints. (a) and (b) are experimentally measured in-phase (Rx) and out-of-phase (Ry) 

components. (c) and (d) are simulated in-phase and out-of-phase components. Insets of (a) and (c) 

display the enlarged in-phase data in the range -300 mV to 0 mV to show the line shape transition 

with increasing tunneling gap. For a setpoint at –500 mV/x nA, parameters used for simulation 

include: photon rate coefficient mH→L = 200 ∙ xHz unit power⁄ , saturated equilibrium constant 

Ks = 3 (defined as   Ks =
mL→H

mH→L
 in chapter 3), laser power p = 2, low-state conductance σL =

0.672 ∙ x pA/mV and high-state conductance σH = 4σL. The dark rate data used for simulation is 

adjusted for each setpoint based on the setpoint dependence measurement shown in Error! 

Reference source not found.. 
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Figure 4.5 Setpoint dependence of transition rate and static ORS simulation. (a) and (b) display 

experimentally measured transition rate with constant height probing at -500 mV setpoint bias and 

varying current setpoints for a target bias at -378 mV and -20 mV respectively. The fitted results 

are displayed as solid curves. (c) The dark condition high-state population is plotted as a function 

of sample bias for different setpoint current values. The dashed red line indicate the equilibrium 

high-state population with light illumination at an infinitely high power. (d) Light induced change 

in high-state population (calculated from subtraction between red dashed line and other curves in 

(c)) is plotted as a function of bias for different setpoint current values, for the light illumination 

at an infinitely high power. (e) Static ORS (light-induced tunneling current difference) is 

calculated from curves in (d) according to equation (4.6) 
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Although chopping should cause no suppression to the feature in high bias region due to the high 

transition rate, it is still elusive that for all dynamic ORS measurements we have performed, the 

line shape is nowhere close to the simulated static ORS in Figure 4.5e for high bias region. Given 

that Figure 4.5e displays the simulated static ORS for the extreme case of infinitely high-power 

illumination, it’s necessary to consider the finite power effect in the ORS line shape. Figure 4.6a- 

d show the power-dependence measurements of dynamic ORS with a close setpoint – 500 mV/2 

nA and a far setpoint -500 mV/ 56 pA and corresponding simulations are displayed in Figure 4.6 

e – h with highly consistent line shapes. We noticed that even for the strongest laser power used, 

there is still no strong features in high bias region. Besides, the overall signal intensity doesn’t 

increase linearly with the power for both setpoints, instead, there are signs of saturation in the 

signal as power is increased. To understand such power dependence behavior, we further simulated 

the nH,eq
Bright

(V), ΔnH(V), and static ORS for both setpoints and compare them to the extreme case 

with infinitely high-power illumination, as shown in Figure 4.7. From the simulation, 3 insights 

can be obtained:  

1. Under a finite power illumination, the high-state population nH,eq
Bright

(V) always falls in the range 

between nH,eq
Dark(V)  and lim

power→∞
nH,eq
Bright

(V) , therefore the photon-induced population change 

ΔnH(V) is always in the range between zero and lim
power→∞

nH,eq
Bright

(V) − nH,eq
Dark(V). This defines a 

specific direction in which the ORS signal can increase with stronger illumination power and an 

asymptotic limit for the ORS signal with extremely high-power illumination.  

2. For low bias region (|V|< +100 mV), the dark transition rate is relatively small and easily 

overpowered by photon-induced transitions, therefore the high-state population nH,eq
Bright

(V) can 
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very quickly approach the high-power limit defined by lim
power→∞

nH,eq
Bright

(V), thus the static ORS 

signal saturates pretty quickly in the low bias region with increasing illumination power. 

3. For high bias region (|V|>100 mV), the dark transition rate grows rapidly with increasing bias 

so that photon-induced transitions become negligible in terms of driving the population change, 

therefore suppressing the potentially existing features in the static ORS. It is in this region that the 

static ORS starts to deviate from its saturation limit rapidly and reduce towards zero with 

increasing bias. 

The finite power effect observed in static ORS simulation is expected to be preserved into the 

dynamic ORS, except that low bias features are flattened due to chopping suppression effect. For 

the experimental measurements we have made, even the highest laser power used was far too small 

to induce significant population shift in high bias region, therefore, the dynamic ORS signal is 

always very small in the high bias region. It’s worth mentioning that, although we are discussing 

the finite power effect, it is in fact the total photon-induced transition rate that matters. If the photon 

rate coefficient is extremely high, for example, due to the localized surface plasmon excitation, we 

can still expect a strong signal with relatively weak power of laser illumination. A good example 

is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 by comparing a 635 nm dynamic ORS to a 1548 nm dynamic ORS. 

Although the nominal power used for 1548 nm is more than ten times higher than the 635 nm light, 

the resulting signal intensity is comparable between the two.  
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Figure 4.6 Experimental and simulated results of single-pyrrolidine ORS at different laser powers 

for -500 mV/ 2 nA and -500 mV/ 56 pA. In-phase (Rx) and out-of-phase (Ry) components are 

displayed in separate plots. (a) to (d) are experimental measurements taken with 273 Hz chopped 

laser illumination, each power unit represent 1.356 mW nominal power before chopped. (e) to (h) 

are simulated results. Same parameters are used for simulation as in (c) and (d). 
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Figure 4.7 Simulation of power dependence of static ORS for -500 mV/ 56 pA and -500 mV/ 2 

nA. (a)(d) High-state population nH with constant-power laser illumination as a function of bias 

for different laser powers. The special case of dark condition (zero power) and infinitely high-

power laser illumination are displayed as gray and yellow dashed curves respectively. (b)(e) Laser 

induced change in high-state population ΔnH as a function of bias for different laser powers. The 

special case of infinitely high-power laser illumination is displayed as yellow dashed curve. (c)(f) 

static ORS calculated from current subtraction between bright and dark condition. The special case 

of infinitely high-power laser illumination is displayed as yellow dashed curve. Same parameters 

are used for simulation as in Figure 4.4(c) and (d). 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between a 635 nm dynamic ORS and a 1548 nm dynamic ORS taken at -

500 mV/ 2nA. A nominal power (before chopping) of 100 μW and 1.36 mW are used for the 635 

nm and 148 nm measurements respectively. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In summary, we report the line shape and signal variation in dynamic ORS measurement on a 

single pyrrolidine molecule as a function of tunneling setpoint and illumination power. Theoretical 

simulation based on a two-level system model and a modified transition rate model were used to 

illustrate the relation between the static ORS and the dynamic ORS measurements. We revealed 

that the dynamic ORS line shape is essentially determined by the dynamic light induced population 

shift, which is susceptible to many other factors including light chopping frequency, laser power, 

photon rate coefficient and dark condition transition rate. Combining experimental data, we 

successfully reproduced the dynamic ORS through simulation for different setpoints and 

illumination power, which validates the adopted theoretical models. With the simulation 

demonstrated in this paper, we can also obtain useful predictions to ORS measurements for 

conditions not achieved in our experimental setup and achieve highly controlled engineering of 

single molecule photo-rectifier. 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks and Future Prospects 

 

5.1 Concluding Remarks 

Combining an 8-Kelvin STM with a tunable CW Terahertz source or optical lasers, we were able 

to extend the single molecule vibrational spectroscopy into new spectral ranges with superior 

energy resolution compared to traditional IETS spectroscopy. 

We developed CW Terahertz rectification spectroscopy (THz RS) as an alternative vibrational 

spectroscopy technique to IETS. THz RS provides the same good chemical sensitivity for 

molecular characterization while the signal intensity exhibiting extra sensitivity to THz near field 

and far field. The development of CW THz RS paves the way for THz frequency domain 

spectroscopy, which can probe resonant excitation of low energy vibrational modes or spin 

excitations in the THz region with <10 MHz frequency resolution. It is beneficial to combine the 

CW THz source with our ultrafast THz STM to achieve a joint temporal and energy resolution in 

single molecule studies. Moreover, the sensitivity of THz rectification signal to weak variation in 

THz far field intensity makes it promising for application in single molecule THz detectors. The 

fast-oscillating electric field of CW THz radiation also makes it useful as a tool to study frequency 

response of molecular systems exhibiting ultrafast switching dynamics that is not detected through 

tunneling current measurement by a pre-amplifier. 

The wavelength-dependence study of pyrrolidine isomerization provides a new perspective in 

single molecule laser action spectroscopy. We demonstrated the advantage of photon equilibrium 

measurement to the photon yield action spectra in the context of a reversible single molecule 
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reaction. Not only does photon equilibrium action spectroscopy reveal how the reaction kinetics 

can be influenced by photon energy, but it also allows for detection of tiny shifts in mode energies 

of a molecule induced by change in molecule structure, local adsorption environment, and tip 

geometry with sub-meV energy resolution.  

By measuring photocurrent in a single pyrrolidine molecule with optical rectification spectroscopy, 

we also demonstrate STM tuning of a single molecule photo-rectifier. The sample bias, laser power 

and tip-substrate distance dependence of the optical rectification signal has shown that the 

competition between photon-induced conformational transitions and electron-induced transitions 

can be engineered through multiple factors and leads to effective tuning of the photocurrent. This 

study has shown the great potential in photo-switching molecules as tunable single molecule 

devices for photo-mixing and phototransistor. 

5.2 Future Prospects 

Overall, all three studies have served the same purpose in expanding the STM capability in probing 

and control of chemical reactions on a single-molecule level. Other than rectification measurement, 

we can also perform spin sensing with the CW THz source using a functionalized tip. For example, 

a nickelocene attached to tip can be used to probe exchange interaction with other spin centers on 

surface.[1–4] 

With the tunable DFB laser near 1550 nm in our current experimental setup, only a limited energy 

range was explored, and it is hard to give conclusive remarks on the fine features observed with 

laser action spectroscopy. Therefore, a tunable CW optical laser sources with a broader frequency 

range is desired for further study on vibration-mediated isomerization of pyrrolidine. Besides, 

isotope substitution in pyrrolidine can be used to check if the features observed in action spectra 

is induced by X-H bonds. Using the photon equilibrium action spectroscopy, we can further study 
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photocatalytic dynamics of other single-molecule reversible photo-switching reactions, such as 

porphycene cis-cis tautomerization[5], (𝑂𝐻)2  flipping[5], manganocene spin crossover 

switching[6] and azobenzene derivatives isomerization[7,8], etc.  
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Appendix A 

Modification to STM IV for THz/Optical Coupling 

 

In order to couple Terahertz (THz) wave into STM junction with high efficiency, modifications 

were made to the previous optical-STM system for better transmission of THz radiation while 

still capable of optical transmission. The modifications can be divided into 4 parts as shown in 

Figure A.1. 

 

Figure A.1 Overview of major modifications for THz-STM  
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A.1 UHV Window Design 

To accommodate both THz radiation and optical radiation of visible/IR range, a custom-designed 

re-entrant UHV viewport (manufactured by MPF Products Inc.) with a 3mm thick Z-cut crystal 

quartz window is used for the UHV Chamber (see Figure A.2). Although polymer materials such 

as Tsurupica and TPX have even better THz transmission, Z-cut crystal quartz is selected due to 

its good hardness and heat resistance, making it ideal for UHV sealing applications.  The 

viewport is manufactured with an extension welding neck, which is later welded to an NW50 

flange by the local machine shop. The NW50 flange is used for connection with the purge box 

that holds the entire THz optical assembly. 

 

Figure A.2 Drawing of re-entrant UHV quartz window design. 
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A.2 Purge Box  

The purge box consists of 3 major parts: the flange bracket (see drawings in Figure A.3), the box 

extension piece (see drawing in Figure A.4) and the cover box (see drawings in Figure A.5). An 

acrylic cover for side viewport (see drawing in Figure A.6) is used to seal the access/view port on 

cover box. The flange bracket is attached to the UHV chamber by a NW50 connector, and the 

entire optical assembly is mounted on the flange bracket through the linear stage. The NW25 ports 

on the cover box are designed for feedthrough connection and vacuum pumping or purging port.  

When not purging, extension piece and cover box can be taken off for easy access of the optical 

assembly. When setting up for purging, put the box extension piece in place first and make sure 

all the cables for piezo actuator power and optical fibers are collected within the semi-circle notch 

on the extension piece (as shown in Figure A.4), then add the cover box carefully and use 8 long 

8-32 threaded rods and nuts to fix the cover box and extension piece to the flange bracket. 
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Figure A.3 THz purge box-Flange bracket 
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Figure A.4 THz purge box extension piece 
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Figure A.5 THz purge box- Cover box 
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Figure A.6 Acrylic lid for side view 
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A.3 Optical Assembly 

The optical assembly is mounted on the flange bracket and consists of a list of the following as 

indicated in (Figure A.7): 

a. Tsurupica lens (Broadband Inc. P/N: Tsurupica-RR-CX-1.5-100-SPS-1") 

b. TPX lens (BATOP GmbH P/N: TPX-D25.4-f32.5) 

c. Photoconductive antenna (PCA) emitter (Toptica P/N: TeraScan1550) 

d. Lens tube mounting Tsurupica lens (Thorlabs Inc. P/N: SM1L03) 

e. Lens tube mounting TPX lens and PCA emitter (Thorlabs Inc. P/N: SM1L30) 

f. Lens tube (Thorlabs Inc. P/N: SM1L20) 

g. Adjustable lens tube (Thorlabs Inc. P/N: SM1V15) 

h. Rotational mount (normally locked) (Thorlabs Inc. P/N: LRM1) 

i. Custom 1.5’ to 2” adapter for rotation mount (see drawing in Figure A.8) 

j. Piezo actuated kinematic Ø2” optical mount (Newport Corporation P/N: 8822-AC) 

k. Linear stage (Newport Corporation P/N: 9062-COM) 

l. Closed-loop piezo actuator (Physik Instrumente P/N: N-472.210) 
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Figure A.7 Exploded view of optical assembly for THz-STM 

 

Figure A.8 Custom 1.5’ to 2” adapter for rotation mount  
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As of now, both piezo actuators on the optical mount (Newport 8822-AC) are replaced with closed-

loop piezo actuators (PI N-472.210) for more reproducible alignment optimization.  

The lens tube assembly shown in Figure A.7 can be switched between different configurations for 

different purposes (see Figure A.9), by replacing the 3-in lens tube segment. Refer to supporting 

information sections in Chapter 2 and 3 for detailed application of each assembly. 

 

Figure A.9 Schematic for different types of lens tube assemblies 
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A.4 Scanner Shield Modification and Window Design 

For the windows on the STM thermal shields, 1x1 inch, 2mm-thick, optically polished Tsurupica 

windows are used (Broadband Inc.). Bakeout temperature is kept below 100C to avoid heat-

deformation of Tsurupica windows. Modifications were made to the STM scanner shields for 

optimized THz transmission aperture and good clearance of dosing holes. 

Two different set of designs for scanner shield side plates and window frames were developed to 

accommodate the Tsurupica window in different orientations, one vertical window design 

(currently implemented) and one 45-degree tilted window design, Figure A.10 shows an overview 

of the 2 types of design. 

The vertical window design includes inner shield and outer shield side plates (Figure A.11), 

window frames (Figure A.12) and window hoods (Figure A.13) that fix on the outer shield window 

frames.  The window hood is designed to protect window from coating due to side dosing, heater 

outgassing and sample sputtering. A special shape for inner shield windows is required to avoid 

conflict with dosing holes (Figure A.14). Photos showing the optical path and dosing path 

clearance after assembling the new scanner shields with vertical window design is shown in Figure 

A.15. 

The drawings for the 45-degree window design is displayed in Figure A.16-18. 

Beside the window modification, the inner shield back plate and clamp screw housing door are 

also modified for better system performance, as shown in Figure A.19. 
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Figure A.10 Scanner shield assembly overview 
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Figure A.11 Inner and outer side plates for vertical window design 
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Figure A.12 Window frame design for vertical window  
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Figure A.13 Window hood for outer window

 

Figure A.14 Customized Tsurupica window shape for inner shield of vertical window design 
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Figure A.15 Photos showing THz/optical path clearance and 

dosing hole clearance on both side of scanner with updated shield 

design 
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Figure A.16 Outer and inner shield side plates for 45-degree window design 
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Figure A.17 Drawings of parts for 45-degree outer window frame  
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Figure A.18 Drawings of parts for 45-degree inner window frame  
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Figure A.19 Updated design for clamp screw housing door and inner back plate 
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Appendix B 

Other Modifications to STM IV for Improved Performance 

 

B.1 Improved Scanner Crosspiece and Reduced Mechanical Noise 

As of 2019, STM IV has been suffering big mechanical noise at low temperature. After several 

rounds of troubleshooting, we found out the main reason to be the damping structure used by STM 

IV, with magnets mounted on inner shield plates and small copper plates on each side of the 

crosspiece (shown in Figure B.1). The small plate on each side of the crosspiece can induce strong 

Eddy damping current at low temperature, therefore overdamping the scanner. This overdamping 

effect leads to strong coupling of surrounding mechanical noise into the scanner baseplate and 

makes the tunneling junction very sensitive to talking sound. Besides, loose connection between 

the crosspiece and scanner base plate has previously caused a slow cooling speed due to poor 

thermal conductance. To avoid such problems in the future, we decided to switch to the classical 

damping structure with magnets mounted on the crosspiece and adapted the previous design into 

a one-piece design for better integrity (Figure B.2). Photos of the finished, gold-plated crosspiece 

assembled to the scanner baseplate is shown in Figure B.3.With the new vibration damping design, 

we achieved a much smaller mechanical noise (shown in Figure B.4), hence a much higher signal-

to-noise ratio for imaging and spectroscopy. 
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Figure B.1 The previous cross piece design 

 

Figure B.2 Drawing of new one-piece deign for crosspiece 
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Figure B.3 Photos showing the new crosspiece mounted to scanner base plate.  

 

Figure B.4 Screenshot of oscilloscope showing the mechanical noise before (top) and after 

(bottom) switching to new damping method at 100mV/0.1nA with pre-amp at gain 9. Green is 

feedback Z and yellow is tunneling current. 
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B.2 Thermal Anchor Wires for Improved Cool Down Temperature 

To further decrease the temperature of scanner at regular Helium consumption rate, we added 2 

bundles of OD0.005” copper wires (Teflon coated) as thermal anchor wire to increase the 

thermal conductance. Each bundle consists of 10 wires, soldered to 2 pieces of copper foil that 

are attached to top plate of inner shield and the scanner base plate respectively (shown in Figure 

B.5). With the thermal anchor wire bundles, we have improved the baseplate cool-down 

temperature at regular Helium consumption rate (~30L/day) to below 8K from the previous 14K. 

 

Figure B.5 The STM scanner assembly with thermal anchor wire just mounted 
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B.3 New Wobble Stick Pincer Design 

To improve the structure stability and ease of use for the wobble stick, an improved version for 

wobble stick is designed. The design consists of 2 pincer arms pivoted around 2 axles each, and a 

center shaft restricted by a coaxial anchoring ring to provide stable operation (Figure B.6). All 

hinge axles are now stainless dowel pins fixed on both ends with clip-on retaining rings 

(McMaster Carr P/N 98408A116) for easy assembling (Figure B.7). Other than the overall 

structure improvement, the gripping force conversion efficiency is also shown to be improved 

significantly compared with the old design (shown in Figure B.8). The annotated drawings are 

displayed in Figure B.9 to Figure B.15. 

 

 

Figure B.6 Highlights of new wobble stick pincer head design 
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Figure B.7 A dowel pin axle with retainer ring mounted on one end 

 

Figure B.8 Comparison of gripping force conversion efficiency between old (left) and new 

(right) design 
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Figure B.9 Wobble stick pincer head - overview 

 

Figure B.10 Wobble stick pincer head - part list 
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Figure B.11 Wobble stick pincer head - anchoring cap 

 

Figure B.12 Wobble stick pincer head - shaft extender 
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Figure B.13 Wobble stick pincer head – gripper arm 1 

 

Figure B.14 Wobble stick pincer head – gripper arm 2 
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Figure B.15 Wobble stick pincer head – axle pins 
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Appendix C 

Instrumental Challenges, Solutions and Cautions 

C.1 Offset in R Spectra Caused by Ground Mixing  

The electrical connections of our STM system started with Setup 1 shown in Figure C.1. At 

400GHz THz emission, an offset of ~40% (at 1mV SEN) is observed for the THz Rectification 

signal. The offset gets bigger (~100%, see Figure C.2) when the shield of BNC connector for PCA 

is shorted to STM table. The offset in Rectification signal is not observed when tip is retracted, 

which means the signal is leaked in through the tunneling junction. The magenta arrows in the 

Figure C.1 shows the possible grounding loop that caused the offset signal. When PCA is 

connected to the PCA chopper receives a square-wave voltage signal, the large oscillating current 

in the PCA Line induces a corresponding oscillating potential in the ground line as well, this 

oscillation can be transmitted through the DAC Box to the bias dither input, and therefore affecting 

the bias and tunneling current output that eventually feeds back to lock-in amplifier. This 

oscillation shares the same frequency as the chopping frequency, therefore when it’s leaked to the 

lock-in amplifier through the ground loop, first harmonic will give a big offset signal.  

To solve the problem, we need to isolate the PCA chopper box and its power supply from the clean 

ground so that we can cut off any path that can leak the PCA-induced potential oscillation back to 

clean ground.  We now use a finalized setup (Setup 4) as shown in Figure C.3. We combine the 

power supply for STM with the external DAC box. As there’s no large current load from DAC 

box itself, the ground mixing here doesn’t cause any spurious signal for lock-in detection. We then 

use power supply 2 solely for the PCA chopper to supply the PCA and put it on normal power with 

an isolated ground (the ground line is not connected to power ground). This entire isolated ground 
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part is indicated using black boxes in Figure C.3.  This isolated ground will still be connected clean 

ground when TTL is connected to PCA chopper, however, there’s no other path for the potential 

oscillation to be leaked back to clean ground, therefore no offset is observed in rectification signal. 

For the actual troubleshooting process, we started with switching to Setup 2 (shown in Figure C.4) 

by isolating the power supply 2 from clean ground, which turned out to be equivalent to setup 1. 

As shown in the Setup 2, the dash-boxed part is connected to clean ground when the lock-in TTL 

output is connected to PCA chopper box. With this setup, we also found that the offset is almost 

gone when DAC box output is disconnected from STM bias dither input. Therefore, we thought 

isolating the DAC-to-STM path would block the ground loop. However, we found that, with a 

ground isolator on the DAC-to-STM path, offset in rectification is even bigger (almost twice as 

big), while putting the isolator on the TTL line can reduce the offset signal to ~20% (as shown in 

Figure C.5), but it still does not completely resolve the issue. Based on the discussion with setup 

1, it’s likely that isolating TTL line can largely reduce the coupling between PCA chopper ground 

and clean ground, but the DAC-to-STM path still mixes the clean ground with the PCA chopper 

ground. 

We also tested the offset signal using setup 3 (Figure C.6) where DAC box is put on isolated 

ground while PCA chopper is still on clean ground. The testing results (shown in Table C.1) 

indicate that no matter DAC is connected to STM bias dither input or not, we will always have 

offset in rectification signal as along as PCA is connected to the PCA chopper and chopping signal 

is on. This type of behavior is also consistent with the discussion for Setup 1, except that for setup 

3, the signal offset is less strong (~28%,1mVSEN) and leaks through the connection of power 

supply 2 that’s directly on clean ground. Learning the fact that high current load on PCA chopper 
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is the source of the signal offset, we eventually changed to the setup 4 mention above, which 

eliminated the signal offset problem. 

 

Figure C.1 Schematic of setup 1 

 

Figure C.2 R spectra of CO with big offset 
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Figure C.3 Finalized schematic for electrical setup 

 

 

Figure C.4 Electrical connection scheme of setup 2 
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Figure C.5 THz R spectra of CO without offset 

 

Figure C.6 Electrical connection scheme of setup 3 
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Table C.1 Testing result with setup 3 

PCA connected 

to PCA 

chopper 

PCA chopper 

output voltage 

on 

DAC connected 

to bias dither 

input 

GND isolator 

on TTL line 

X1% with tip over 

BKG@10mV/0.2nA 

Yes No Yes No 2 

No Yes/No Yes No 2 

Yes Yes Yes/No No 29 

Yes Yes/No Yes/No Yes 5 

100ohm 

resistor load to 

simulate PCA 

Yes /No Yes Yes 6 

Yes Yes No 80 

No Yes No 2 
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C.2 Sample Cleaning Cautions 

STM IV has had trouble getting sample clean for years. The surface scans at room temperature 

often appear junky, rough and noisy. We tried several many things to improve the surface cleaning 

result, including optimize alignment of ion beam, trying different cleaning condition and checking 

for chemical contamination in the STM chamber, and we have obtained the following conclusion:  

1. Alignment of ion beam is crucial for getting efficient sputtering. Bad alignment may lead to 

coating of sample holder material (Molybdenum) and eventually roughening of crystal 

substrates. Instruction of ion gun alignment is described in Appendix C.3. 

2.  We have found that for STM IV ion gun (RBD 04-165 ig2), higher beam energy sometime 

yields cleaner surface with less impurities but more surface structural defects. A topography 

scan at 8K for Cu(100) surface is shown in Figure C.7. 

The recently used cleaning condition for select samples are listed in Table C.2. 

3. Although there was no leak or chemical contaminants detected by RGA, we did notice 

unusually higher H2 level in STM IV chamber than in other STM systems, which has caused 

strong hydrogen peaks on cold Ag(110) substrate at a close setpoint. The unstable tunneling 

current noise observed at room temperature is usually gone when system is cooled down to 8K, 

which also indicate that room temperature noises could be due to the hydrogen diffusion in and 

out of tunneling junction, which is observed as small 2-level switching in tunneling signal at 

room temperature (see in Figure C.8).This hydrogen contamination is potentially caused by 

depleted ion pump cartridge in the main chamber. 
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Figure C.7 Comparison of Cu (001) surface scan at room temperature with different sputtering 

conditions. 1kV beam voltage (top, 128x10 scan) and 1.5kV beam voltage (bottom, 128x16 scan) 

were used followed by annealing to 600C. 

 

Table C.2 Cleaning conditions for recently used sample 

Sample Sputter conditions Anneal conditions 

Cu(001)/Cu(110) 1.5kV, 2.0A filament current 

8E-5 torr Neon, 5min 

1.5kV HV 

Preheat 4.0A, 1min  

Anneal 600C, 10min 

Ag(110) 1kV, 2.0A filament current 

8E-5 torr Neon, 5min 

1.5kV HV 

Preheat: 3.7A,1min  

Anneal: 540C, 10min 
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Figure C.8 Photo of oscilloscope display showing Hydrogen switching at room temperature. 

Green: Feedback Z. Yellow: Tunneling current. 

 

C.3 Instruction for Ion Beam Alignment and Focus Optimization. 

To align ion beam to sample, we need to be able to visualize the ion beam clearly, which can be 

achieved by creating a strong beam plasma by increasing the concentration of sputtering gas. In 

our lab we use Neon as sputtering gas, which gives a magenta ion beam, the step-by-step 

instruction is as follows: 

1. Place a metal dummy sample (can be Molybdenum, Tantalum, or gold) into heater. 

2. Turn on ion gun filament at a moderate current setting (e.g., 2.2A), preset beam focus parameter 

to 4.0 for a 1~2 in working distance, preset beam voltage to 2kV (max option for our model). 
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3. Fill cold trap and flash TSP to temporarily maintain chamber vacuum, turn the ion gauge gain 

to 1, then standby main chamber ion pump and close gate valve to main turbo.  

4. Slowly leak Neon gas into chamber to 8E-5 torr first, turn on beam voltage. Confirm a normal 

ion current ~14uA, then continue to slowly fill in Neon, with one person monitoring the 

chamber pressure and ion current, and another person watching the ion beam from the viewports 

in the front of chamber. Stop filling once the ion beam color is showing good contrast to 

background. The ion current will saturate at around 20uA and then decrease as the pressure 

increases above 1E-4 torr. The beam with 6E-4 torr Neon is shown in Figure C.9 (note: try to 

keep the pressure lower than 4E-4 to preserve the ion gun lifetime, instead, utilize the contrast 

and color saturation adjustment of camera to assist beam viewing). 

5. Upon finding a bright ion beam, we can then adjust alignment through the 3 arms of the tilt 

stage that the ion gun is mounted to. At the same time, we can fine tune the focus voltage for 

ion beam to observe a small colored spot on sample surface. An example of well-focused and 

well-aligned beam spot on a Au(111) sample is displayed in Figure C.10. 
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Figure C.9 Ion beam plasma viewed from front top viewport. 2kV beam voltage, 2.2A filament 

current, and 6E-4 torr Neon pressure was used. 

 

Figure C.10 Photo of a well-aligned ion beam on Au(111) sample 
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C.4 Back Reflection Interference Issue with Crystal Quartz Window 

A flaw with the UHV window design described in Appendix A is that the use of crystal quartz 

(CQ) window without wedge. This can cause a significant back reflection interference in both THz 

and optical radiation. An example of frequency scan of THz rectification over Cu2N is shown in 

Figure C.11, with an oscillation period of 23.5GHz. 

As shown in Figure C.12, assuming beam 1 and 2 are the transmitted beam and back reflected 

beam respectively. The electric field after window for both beam at frequency f can be written as: 

E1 = a1 exp(−iϕ1) exp(i2πft) 

E2 = a2 exp(−iϕ2) exp(i2πft) (C. 1) 

The amplitude the back reflected beam 2 has a phase lag compared to the transmitted beam 1: 

ϕ2 − ϕ1 = Δϕ =
2πf

c
∙ 2nL (C. 2) 

n is the window material refractive index, L is the window thickness. The resulting radiation 

intensity detected after window can be written as: 

I = |E1 + E2|
2 = |E1|

2 + |E2|
2 + E1E2

∗ + E2E1
∗ 

= a1
2 + a2

2 + 2a1a2 cos(Δϕ) 

= a1
2 + a2

2 + 2a1a2 cos (
2πf

c
∙ 2nL) (C. 3) 
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The third term indicates an oscillation in electric field amplitude or optical power will be observed 

as a function of f, with the period in f written as: 

Δf =
c

2Ln
(C. 4) 

For a CQ window, refractive index near 0~1THz is n = 2.115 according to reference[1], we 

obtain an estimated THz power oscillation period in frequency domain to be: 

Δf =
(3 × 108)

m
s 

2 × 2.115
×

 1

L
= 0.709 ×

1

L(m)
=

70.9

L(mm)
GHz (C. 5) 

With 3mm CQ window on STM chamber, Δf = 23.63GHz , which agrees well with the 

experimentally observed 23.5 GHz oscillation for THz rectification signal. 

By measuring THz-induced photocurrent in air with the setup shown in Figure C.13, we also 

observe various oscillation period of ETHz for different CQ window thickness (Figure C.14). As 

shown in Figure C.15, the fitted slope of oscillation period as a function of 1/L(mm) is 66.8, 

which also agrees with the result in Eq. (C. 5). 

To summarize, the crystal quartz window has stronger internal reflectance and leads to interference 

between the back-reflected beam and transmitted beam and cause spurious oscillation of power 

sensitive measurement in frequency domain. A wedged window should be able to mitigate this 

problem. 
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Figure C.11 Interference induced oscillation in THz rectification frequency scan over Cu2N. Top: 

the THz rectification frequency scan taken at -41mV with set point 20mV/0.3nA; bottom: The FFT 

of THz rectification frequency scan showing a peak oscillation period at 23.5 GHz 
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Figure C.12 Schematic of back-reflected THz/optical beam at crystal quartz interface 

 

 

Figure C.13 setup for ambient measurement of THz transmittance using PCA receiver 
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Figure C.14 Transmittance as a function of frequency with different thickness of CQ windows 

 

Figure C.15 Extracted Transmittance oscillation period in GHz as a function of 1/thickness (mm), 

the fitted slope is 66.8. 
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C.5 Long-Term Power Instability of Fiber Coupled 1550 nm Lasers 

For the optical rectification measurement over Pyrrolidine, we have also tried frequency scan with 

the Terascan 1550 lasers, in hope of finding a resonance feature that corresponds to the N-H first 

overtone. However, similar to the THz FDS, we encountered a similar problem with the power 

oscillation in frequency domain, making it hard to distinguish any resonance feature. As shown in 

Figure C.16, the feedback Z signal has reflected the optical power fluctuations better than the 

rectification signal. The power fluctuation with shorter period is attributed to the CQ window back-

reflection, as discussed in Appendix C.4. However, fluctuations of larger amplitude and irregular 

period are also observed. These bigger fluctuations have shown to be sensitive to both the fiber 

shapes and room temperature. A study by Fang et al.[2] used the bending-induced transmission 

loss to detect Glucose solution concentration, which have shown transmission loss spectra 

sensitive to both the bending radius and refractive index of the outer core formed by the Glucose 

solution. We further confirmed the correlation between room temperature and power fluctuation 

by recording power spectra of laser with a setup shown in Figure C.17 over long time period while 

monitoring the room temperature. Over the course of 13 hours, we took multiple power spectra 

and found that even for a room temperature drift smaller than 1℃, there’s significant phase shift 

of the observed fiber-induced power fluctuations (Figure C.18). The phase shift in wavelength axis 

is also shown to be inversely correlated with room temperature, which indicates that observed 

power fluctuation is likely mediated by the fiber refractive which is sensitive to environment 

temperature. 

To mitigate the fiber-induced power fluctuation and its long-term phase shift, we can try to arrange 

the fibers with minimum bending and develop a temperature-stable enclosure for the fiber setup. 
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However, such effort may not completely get rid of power fluctuation, another solution to consider 

is to use free space optics setup. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.16 Frequency scan of optical rectification over pyrrolidine in the range of 1544~1554 

nm. Left: the optical rectification signal as a function of wavelength (nm); right: the Z feedback 

signal as a function of  
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Figure C.17 Experimental setup for testing long-term laser power stability in air. Use Tsurupica 

and CQ window to simulate the windows in UHV chamber. Photo diode PD2 is used to detected 

chopped light and then lock-in amplifier extract the first harmonic signal. 
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Figure C.18 Correlation between fiber induced power oscillation and room temperature. Upper left: 

power spectra taken at different times throughout a period of 13 hours. Upper right: FFT-filtered power 

spectra presenting only the larger fiber-induced power fluctuation. Bottom left: the minimum power 

wavelength for each measurement extracted from the FFT-filtered data. 
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Appendix D 

Gold Plating Instruction Manual  

We have two types of immersion electroplating Gold Plating Solution which can be used for 

different finish of gold plating. The 24 K pure gold plating solution is a 99.9% purity soft pure 

gold plating solution which plates to virtually any thickness desired and has a matte effect for thick 

layer. The 24K Bright Gold Solution is a hard acid immersion gold plating solution which 

produces a 99.7% purity hardened gold plate and effectively plates to a thickness of 2.5 microns 

(100 micro-inches). Table D.1 lists some critical gold plating conditions based on test results, for 

detailed information please refer to the original data sheet. 

 

Figure D.1 Two types of gold plating solution from Gold Plating Services 
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Table D.1 Operating conditions for two types of gold plating solutions 

 Pure gold plating solution Bright Gold plating solution 

Operating 

Temperature 

49-65°C 35-40 °C (optimum 37.8 °C) 

Voltage 1.5~2 V 1.5~3Va 

Anode Platinized Titanium 

Agitation Moderate relative Cathode to solution 

movement 

Cathode movement or solution 

pumping 

 
a For parts with large surface area, use 50 𝑚𝐴/𝑖𝑛2 current. (e.g., for scanner shield side plates, do 

the plating half by half to ensure enough current density while total current from power supply is 

limited) insufficient current density can yield poor coating thickness on plated surface, plated 

surface could appear dark or just faint yellow. 
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Figure D.2 Setup for immersion gold plating 

Setup: 

We use the setup shown in Figure D.2 for gold plating. A large beaker is used as the container of 

the solution. A Platinum-plated Titanium anode (purchased from Gold Plating Services) is 

specially required for the solution we use and a copper wire hook is used as cathode. The parts to 

be gold-plated need to be in contact with the cathode during gold plating.  Heat plate is used to 

maintain the temperature condition for gold plating. And a DC power supply is used to provide 

appropriate current (voltage) for gold plating. 
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Preparation: 

a. Pour the plating solution into the beaker labeled “Gold plating” and start heating it, to speed 

up the heating process, I use higher temperature (around 80 °C), keep stirring the solution for 

a while and then tune the temperature down to the operation temperature to keep it warm (the 

temperature od solution is critical for plating, cold solution can end up blackening the part). 

b. Prepare the following solution in corresponding beakers: diluted HCl solution, water for HCl 

rinse, water for plating solution first rinse, IPA for plating solution second rinse, and IPA for 

last cleaning. 

 

Figure D.3 Labeled beakers for different rinsing solutions. 

c. Setup the power supply and both electrodes. 

d. Get a Nitrogen gas cylinder ready for blow dry the parts after rinse. 

e. Get your parts to be plated ready (polished and cleaned). 
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Plating procedure: 

a. Use a copper wire cathode to hold or hook the part (if it has small holes on it). 

b. Dip the part into diluted HCl to etch for a few seconds to remove the oxide on its surface 

(this step is very critical since you won’t be able to get the bright and shiny finish without 

removing the surface oxide first). Rinse the parts with water and blow dry with N2. 

  

Figure D.4  Gold-plating operation. (a) hook the part with copper wire cathode; (b) dip the parts 

and anode into solution, connect both electrodes to power supply and turn on the voltage output 

(around 2.5 Volts); (c) a polished copper baffle with one end gold plated.  

 

c. Use clip to connect the anode and cathode to the power supply, turn on the voltage output 

and set it to the operating voltage, dip the part and anode into the solution (caution: do not 

short them!) and check the surface every 5-10 seconds until the plating effect is satisfactory. 
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For the bright gold solution and small parts, 2.5 volts and 30 seconds is sufficient to give a 

bright and shiny finish (Figure D.4c) shows a polished copper baffle with its left end gold-

plated). 

d. After plating, dip and rinse the parts with water first, then with IPA. Both of the rinse waste 

should be recycled in the labeled bottle which is usually store in the cabinet below the left 

fume hood in tip-etching room. Put all the rinsed parts together in IPA for final cleaning. 

e. Detach both electrodes from power supply and clean up them with same 2-rinse procedure 

mentioned above. 

f. In principle the solution can be reused, but for best effect we recycle used gold plating 

solution in a labeled bottle (indicating how many times it’s recycled) and only reuse it when 

all the fresher solution is used up. 

 

Figure D.5 Waste processing. (a) Recycle the water and IPA that contains trace of plating solution; 

(b) recycle used plating solution in a separate bottle. 
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Appendix E 

Estimation of THz Beam Size, Far Field and Near Field Enhancement 

We use a circular pyroelectric to detect the power of a focused THz beam. As shown in Figure 

E.1, a THz gaussian beam with FWHM radius a is offset horizontally by distance d from the 

circular sensor with radius R. 

The field intensity of this gaussian beam can be written as a function of r and θ : 

I(a, r, θ) = I0 exp (−
2[(rsinθ)2 + (rcosθ − d)2]

a2
) (E. 1) 

Here I0 is the peak intensity of the gaussian beam. 

 

The total power detected by the sensor can be obtained by integrating I(r, θ) over the sensor 

area: 

P(R, d, a) = ∫ rdr
R

0

∫ dθ
2π

0

I(a, r, θ) (E. 2) 

Figure E.1 Schematic of THz beam and sensor positioning in a coordinate 
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For a measurement with no lateral offset (d=0,) the measured power should be maximized: 

P0(R, a) =
π

2
I0a2 (1 − exp (−

2R2

a2
)) = Ptotal (1 − exp (−

2R2

a2
)) (E. 3) 

Here Ptotal is the total power of the THz beam. When R > a, we can assume P0(R, a) ≈ Ptotal. 

With a setup shown in Figure E.2 and THz frequency at 500 GHz, we measured the maximum 

power P0 first, then locate d1 and d2 where P(R, d1, a)=P(R, d2, a) =
P0

2
. Using the averaged 

value |d|̅̅̅̅ = 2.65mm, and with an effective sensor radius R=2.75mm, we obtained an estimated 

THz beam FWHM to be 𝟐𝐚 = 𝟐. 𝟗𝐦𝐦 by numerically solving the equation below: 

P(R, |d|̅̅̅̅ , a)

P0(R, a)
= 0.5 (E. 4) 

As an electric-magnetic wave, THz beam peak intensity can be also written as: 

I0 =
E0

2

2cμ0

(E. 5) 

E0, c, μ0 are respectively the peak electric field, speed of light, and permeability of free space. 

Considering a total power transmission of 0.8 after the two focusing lenses, max THz power 

measured by the sensor according to Eq. (E.3) is approximated as: 

P = 0.8Ptotal =
2π

5
 I0 a2 (E. 6) 

Combing Eq. (E.5) and Eq. (E.6), we have: 

E0 = √
4cμ0

πa2
Ptotal (E. 7) 
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Use the estimated value of a = 1.45 mm and datasheet calibration value of Ptotal(500GHz) =

8.7μW, we can estimate the electric field intensity at beam center to be: 

E0(500GHz) = 0.44 V/cm 

The photocurrent measurement using PCA receiver (𝐼𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜) with the far field calculation at 500 

GHz yields a ratio of ~426 𝑛𝐴 ∙ 𝑐𝑚/𝑉. By scaling the 𝐼𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 spectra using this ratio constant, we 

get a full spectrum range estimation of the far field as shown in Figure E.3.   

Using the fitted 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧(150𝐺𝐻𝑧) at junction (40mV/0.8nA set point) as a function of PCA 

receiver photocurrent (details described in Chapter 2), we can obtain ratio between 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 and 

electric far field: 

𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧(𝑚𝑉) = 0.02057 ∗ 𝐼𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜(𝑛𝐴) = 8.76282 ∗ 𝐸𝐹𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑉/𝑐𝑚) (𝐸. 8) 

 

Using the estimated junction gap of 3.65 Å at 40mV/0.8nA, we can convert the above relation 

into: 

𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑉/𝑐𝑚) =
𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧(𝑚𝑉)

3.65 
∗ 105 = 2.4 ∗ 105𝐸𝐹𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑉/𝑐𝑚) (𝐸. 9) 

This result indicates a rather strong nearfield enhancement factor of 105 order of magnitude for 

THz radiation. 
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Figure E.2 Schematic of measurement focused THz beam using a pyroelectric sensor 

 

Figure E.3 Estimated THz far field as a function of frequency 
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Appendix F 

MATLAB Codes for Estimation of THz Voltage at STM Junction 

This appendix includes the MATLAB codes used for estimating THz voltage (𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧 ) at STM 

junction with 2 different methods, as discussed in Chapter 2. Section F.1 is the code for fitting 

THz R spectra from an IETS spectra with known bias modulation, and section F.2 is the code for 

fitting and IETS with THz from an IETS taken without THz. For both fittings, 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑧  is obtained as 

one of the fitting parameters and each set of spectra used for fitting are obtained over the same 

molecule with the same set point. Comments of codes are green-colored to assist code reading. 

F.1 Fitting THz R spectra from an IETS spectra 

clear 

m1=readmatrix('IETS THz off-3mVMOD.txt');%IETS data, bias unit V 

r1=readmatrix('Calibrated data_pA.txt'); );%THz R spectra, bias unit mV 

bias=m1(:,1).*1000;% convert to mV, first column of IETS data 

d2=m1(:,2); % define ref IETS data array, second column of  IETS data 

biasr=r1(:,1).*1000;% convert to mV  

scatter(bias,d2,'.','DisplayName',"THz off "); % plotting the IETS data 

hold on 

%fit IETS with the symmetric function form to obtain peak positions and v_off 

ft1=fittype('d2IdV2asym(x,b1,w1,A1,b2,A2,v_off)','coefficients',{'b1','w1','A1','b2','A2','v_off'}); 

sp1=[19,1.7,10,2.1,6,0.8];% propose a start point based on actual spectra 

f1=fit(bias, d2,ft1,'StartPoint', sp1);% fit IETS to obtain 'b1','w1','A1','b2','A2','v_off' 
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plot(bias,d2IdV2asym(bias,f1.b1,f1.w1,f1.A1,f1.b2,f1.A2,f1.v_off)); % optional plotting of fitted 

IETS curve 

 hold on 

%fit IETS with the convolution expression to obtain d2I/dV2 term 

vm=4.2426; %3mV rms modulation 

ft2 = fittype(@(b1,w1,A1,b2,A2,v_off,x)... 

    arrayfun(@(vb) integral(@(v)... 

    d2IdV2asym(vb+v,b1,w1,A1,b2,A2,v_off).*weight_func(v,vm),-vm,+vm), x)); 

sp2=[f1.b1,f1.w1*0.5,f1.A1/0.5,f1.b2,f1.A2/0.5,f1.v_off];  

f2=fit(bias,d2,ft2,'StartPoint',sp2); 

plot(bias,arrayfun(@(vb)... 

integral(@(v)... 

d2IdV2asym(vb+v,f1.b1,f2.w1,f2.A1,f1.b2,f2.A2,f1.v_off).*weight_func(v,vm), -

vm,+vm) ,bias)); 

hold on 

plot(bias, d2IdV2asym(bias,f1.b1,f2.w1,f2.A1,f1.b2,f2.A2,f1.v_off));%plotting fitted d2I/dV2 

term 

hold on 

%fit R spectra to the covolution of obtained d2I/dV2 with weight_fuc_R to obtain vthz 

ft3 = fittype(@(vthz,A,v_off,b1,b2,x) arrayfun(@(vb) integral(@(v)… 

A.*d2IdV2asym(vb+v,b1,f2.w1,f2.A1,b2,f2.A2,v_off).*weight_func_R(v,vthz) ,-vthz,vthz) ,x)); 

PCA=[0,-0.1,-0.2,-0.3,-0.45,-0.6,-1.3]'; 

% initialize the parameter array to store fitted parameter for each R spectra 
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vthz=zeros(7,1); 

Afit=zeros(7,1); 

vofffit=zeros(7,1); 

b1fit=zeros(7,1); 

b2fit=zeros(7,1); 

sofffit=zeros(7,1); 

ci=zeros(7,10); 

fittedresult=zeros(length(biasr),8); 

fittedresult(:,1)=biasr; 

for n=2:1:8 % fit each R spectra in the data set using a for loop 

r=r1(:,n); %unit pA 

f3=fit(biasr,r,ft3,'StartPoint',[vm,1, f2.v_off, f2.b1,f2.b2]) 

ci(n-1,:)=reshape(confint(f3),1,[]) 

vthz(n-1)=f3.vthz; 

Afit(n-1)=f3.A; 

vofffit(n-1)=f3.v_off; 

b1fit(n-1)=f3.b1; 

b2fit(n-1)=f3.b2; 

scatterlabel=['PCA ',num2str(PCA(n-1)),'V']; 

scatter(biasr,r,10,'filled','DisplayName',scatterlabel); 

hold on 

fitlabel=['Vthz=',num2str(f3.vthz),'mV']; 

fitted=arrayfun(@(vb)... 
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    integral(@(v)... 

    f3.A.*d2IdV2asym(vb+v,f3.b1,f2.w1,f2.A1,f3.b2,f2.A2,f3.v_off).*weight_func_R(v,f3.vthz)... 

    ,-f3.vthz,f3.vthz)... 

    ,biasr); 

fittedresult(:,n)=fitted; 

plot(biasr, fitted, 'DisplayName',fitlabel,'LineWidth',1.5,'Color','k'); 

hold on 

end 

% plot formatting 

title('R spectra with various PCA voltage') 

xlabel('Bias(mV)','FontSize',12) 

ylabel('Rectification(pA)','FontSize',12) 

legend('Location','eastoutside','FontSize',11) 

legend show 

set(gca,'XLim',[-50 50],'XTick',[-50:25:50]); 

box on 

hold off 

% saving files for fitting results 

writematrix([PCA vthz Afit vofffit b1fit b2fit],'fittedparameter.txt');% save fitted parameter 

writematrix([PCA ci],'95_conf_int.txt');% save fitting error 

writematrix(fittedresult,'fittedcurves.txt');% save fitted data 

% Function definition 

function y=d2IdV2asym(v1,b1,w1,A1,b2,A2,v_off) 
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%v1: bias 

%v_off: bias offset 

%b: peak position 

%w: line with 

%A: strength 

v = v1+v_off; 

y = A1*(... 

   (exp(2*(b1-v)/w1).*(b1-v)+exp((b1-v)/w1).*(b1-v)-2*exp((b1-v)/w1).*(exp((b1-v)/w1)-

1)*w1)... 

   ./((exp((b1-v)/w1)-1).^3*w1^2)-... 

   (exp(2*(b1+v)/w1).*(b1+v)+exp((b1+v)/w1).*(b1+v)-2*exp((b1+v)/w1).*(exp((b1+v)/w1)-

1)*w1)... 

   ./((exp((b1+v)/w1)-1).^3*w1^2)... 

    )+ A2*(... 

   (exp(2*(b2-v)./w1).*(b2-v)+exp((b2-v)/w1).*(b2-v)-2*exp((b2-v)/w1).*(exp((b2-v)/w1)-

1)*w1)... 

   ./((exp((b2-v)/w1)-1).^3*w1^2)-... 

   (exp(2*(b2+v)./w1).*(b2+v)+exp((b2+v)/w1).*(b2+v)-2*exp((b2+v)/w1).*(exp((b2+v)/w1)-

1)*w1)... 

   ./((exp((b2+v)/w1)-1).^3*w1^2));    

end 

function y=weight_func(v,vm) 

%instrumental function for IETS with sine modulation 
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% v is bias variable, vb is bias, vm is modulation amplitude 

if v>vm|v<-vm 

    y=0; 

else 

    y=2./(3.*pi.*vm^2).*(vm^2-v.^2).^1.5; 

end 

end 

function y=weight_func_R(v,vm) 

%instrumental function for RS with square wave modulation 

% v is bias variable, vb is bias, vm is modulation amplitude 

if v>vm|v<-vm 

    y=0; 

else 

    y=asin(abs(v)/vm).*abs(v)/pi-abs(v)/2+sqrt(vm^2-v.^2)/pi; 

end 

end 
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F.2 Fitting and IETS with THz 

clear; 

data=load('IETSdata.mat');%  This is a preprocessed data set, first column is bias, second is 

reference IETS, the rest of the columns are IETS taken with various THz intensity, all spectra 

scaled to the same sensitivity 

v=data(:,1);%unit mV 

y=data(:,2);% IETS without THz (reference data) 

ref=griddedInterpolant(v,y,'linear','nearest'); % interpolate the reference data to improve fitting 

smoothness 

scatter(v,y,10,'filled','DisplayName',"THz off "); % plot IETS without THz (reference data) 

hold on 

%  Define a fittype for fitting IETS with THz 

ft1 = fittype(@(vm,A,x)arrayfun(@(vb)A.*integral(@(x)ref(x).*weight_func(x,vb,vm),vb-

vm,vb+vm),x));  

sp=[10,1]; % propose an initial parameter   

% Initialize empty arrays to store fitting results: 

fitteddata=zeros(length(v),10); 

name=["0V","-0.1V","-0.2V","-0.35V","-0.5V","-0.7V","-0.8V","-0.9V","-1.1V","-1.3V"]; 

vthz=zeros(1,10); 

A_fits=zeros(1,10); 

ci=zeros(10,4); % 95 percent confidence interval for fitted parameters 

% Use for loop to fit each of the IETS in the data set 

for n=1:1:10  
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    iet=data(:,n+2); 

    scatter(v,iet-n.*70,10,'filled','DisplayName',strcat("PCA ",name(n))) %plot each raw data 

    hold on 

    f1 = fit(v,iet,ft1); 

    vthz(n)=f1.vm; 

    A_fits(n)=f1.A; 

    cint=reshape(confint(f1),1,[]); 

    ci(n,:)=cint 

    label=['Fitted V_T_H_z=',num2str(f1.vm),'mV']; 

    fitteddata(:,n)=arrayfun(@(vb)f1.A.*integral(@(x)ref(x).*weight_func(x,vb,f1.vm),vb-

f1.vm,vb+f1.vm),v); 

    plot(v,fitteddata(:,n)-n*70,'DisplayName',label,'LineWidth',1.5,'Color','k');% plot each fitted 

curve 

    hold on 

end 

% plot formatting 

xlabel('Bias(mV)','FontSize',11) 

ylabel('IETS(nA/V^2)','FontSize',11) 

legend show 

set(gca,'XLim',[-50 50],'XTick',[-50:25:50]); 

legend('Location','eastoutside','FontSize',11) 

box on 

hold off 
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% save fitting results 

writematrix([v fitteddata],'fitteddata.txt'); 

PCA=[0,-0.1,-0.2,-0.35,-0.5,-0.7,-0.8,-0.9,-1.1,-1.3]; 

writematrix([PCA' vthz' A_fits'],'fitted Vthz.txt'); 

writematrix([PCA' ci],'95_conf_int.txt'); 

% Function definition 

function y=weight_func(v,vb,vm) 

% v is bias variable, vb is bias, vm is modulation amplitude 

if v>vb+vm|v<vb-vm 

    y=0; 

else 

    y=1./(pi.*vm.*sqrt(1-((v-vb)./vm).^2)); 

end 

end 
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Appendix G  

Python Scripts for Numerical Simulation of Optical Rectification Spectra 

The python scripts were developed for computing the static ORS and dynamic ORS based on the 

two-state model and photon-induced transition rate model discussed in Chapter 4. Section G.1 

includes all the function definition needed, and section G.2 demonstrate a few examples of actual 

implementation of the functions for simulation. The code and parameters used in this Appendix 

only demonstrates an implementation of ORS simulation under specific experimental conditions 

and readers are expected to modify the code based on their specific need before use. The comments 

to codes are green-colored and function names are bold for easy reading. 

G.1 Function Definitions 

#Import packages 

from scipy import integrate 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import ipywidgets as widgets 

from ipywidgets import interact 

 

def popb(rhl,rlh,power,mhl,mlh):  

    '''Input:  
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    rhl: dark condition H->L transition rate 

    rlh: dark condition L->H transition rate 

    power: an unitless power factor 

    mhl: rate per unit power for photon-induced H->L transition 

    mlh: rate per unit power for photon-induced L->H transition 

    Return:  

    High state population with light on''' 

    return (rlh+mlh*power)/(rhl+rlh+(mhl+mlh)*power) 

 

def rb(rhl,rlh,power,mhl,mlh):  

    '''Input:  

    rhl: dark condition H->L transition rate 

    rlh: dark condition L->H transition rate 

    power: an unitless power factor 

    mhl: rate per unit power for photon-induced H->L transition 

    mlh: rate per unit power for photon-induced L->H transition 

    Returns:  

    2-D array of transition rates with light on:  
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    first row L->H rate, second row H->L rate 

    ''' 

    return rlh+mlh*power,rhl+mhl*power 

def cur_d(v,poph,tl=0.672,i=1):  

    '''computes the dark condition tunneling current 

    Input:  

    v: Bias array 

    poph: high-state poppulation at dark condition 

    tl: Low state conductance, pA/mV. Default as 0.672 for -500mV/1nA setpoint 

    i: setpoint current (assuming -500mV setpoint bias), default as 1nA 

    ''' 

    return poph*4*tl*v*i+(1-poph)*tl*v*i  

def cur_b(v,poph_b,tl=0.822,i=1):  

    '''computes the bright condition tunneling current 

    Input:  

    v: Bias array 

    poph_b: high-state poppulation with light on 

    tl: Low state conductance, pA/mV. Default as 0.672 for -500mV/1nA setpoint 
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    i: setpoint current (assuming -500mV setpoint bias), default as 1nA 

    ''' 

return poph_b*4*tl*v*i+(1-poph_b)*tl*v*i  

def d_cur(v,tl=0.672,i=1):  

    ''' Input:  

    tl: low state conductance 

    Assuming hight state conductance th=4*tl 

    th-tl=3*tl 

    Returns difference in H and L state current (unit pA) at bias v 

    ''' 

    return 3*tl*v*i  

def w2p(t, wh, wl):  

    '''computes the high-state population at time t 

    with initial high-state population of 1 and 0 respectively 

    Input:  

    t: time 

    wh: H->L rate 

    wl: L->H rate 
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    Return:  

    n_1: high state population with initial 1 

    n_0: high state population with initial 0 

    ''' 

    k = wl+wh 

    c = wl/k 

    n_1 = np.exp(-k * t + np.log(1 - c)) + c 

    n_0 = -np.exp(-k * t + np.log(c)) + c 

    return np.array([n_1, n_0]) 

def eq_pop(hp,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,n):  

    '''assuming system start from pop_H=1, computes the high-state population at end of each  

    modulation half cycles for light off(p_d) and light on(p_b) 

    Input:  

    hp: half modulation period 

    b_h_r: laser on, high to low rate 

    b_l_r: laser on, low to high rate 

    d_h_r: laser off, high to low rate 

    d_l_r: laser off, low to high rate 
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    n: number of cycles to compute 

    ''' 

    n_b_1, n_b_0 = w2p(hp, b_h_r, b_l_r) 

    n_d_1, n_d_0 = w2p(hp, d_h_r, d_l_r) 

    p_b = 1 

    for j in range(n):  

        p_d = p_b * n_b_1 + ((1 - p_b) * n_b_0) 

        p_b = p_d * n_d_1 + ((1 - p_d) * n_d_0) 

    return p_d,p_b 

def eq_process(hp,n0,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,n):  

    '''Computes the time evoution of high-state population for the first n chopping cycles 

    hp: half modulation period 

    n0: starting high-state population 

    b_h_r: laser on, high to low rate 

    b_l_r: laser on, low to high rate 

    d_h_r: laser off, high to low rate 

    d_l_r: laser off, low to high rate 

    hp: half period of modulation 
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    n: number of cycles to compute 

    Return:  

    A 2-D numpy array, first row: time, second row: high-state-population 

    ''' 

    tarray=[] 

    narray=[] 

    n_b_1,n_b_0,n_d_1,n_d_0=[],[],[],[] 

    for t in np.linspace(0,hp,15):  

        n_b_1=np.append(n_b_1,w2p(t, b_h_r, b_l_r)[0]) 

        n_b_0=np.append(n_b_0,w2p(t, b_h_r, b_l_r)[1])  

        n_d_1=np.append(n_d_1,w2p(t, d_h_r, d_l_r)[0])  

        n_d_0=np.append(n_d_0,w2p(t, d_h_r, d_l_r)[1])  

    p_b0 = n0 

    for j in range(n):  

        time=np.linspace(0,2*hp,29)+j*2*hp 

#         print('time: ',time) 

        p_d = p_b0 * n_b_1 + ((1 - p_b0) * n_b_0) 

#         print('p_d: ',p_d) 
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        p_d0=p_d[-1] 

        p_b = p_d0 * n_d_1 + ((1 - p_d0) * n_d_0) 

#         print('p_b: ',p_b) 

        p_b0=p_b[-1] 

        tarray+=list(time) 

        narray+=list(np.append(p_d,p_b[1: ])) 

#         print(tarray,narray) 

    return np.vstack((tarray,narray)) 

def int_x(t, hp,theta,v, b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,iset):  

    '''Input:  

    t: time within half cycle 

    v: bias 

    b_h_r: laser on, high to low rate 

    b_l_r: laser on, low to high rate 

    d_h_r: laser off, high to low rate 

    d_l_r: laser off, low to high rate 

    hp: half period of modulation 

    iset: setpoint current 
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    Return:  

    An integrand function for ORS in-phase component, representing current times sine function 

at time t within each chopping cycle''' 

    ph_d, pl_d = w2p(t, d_h_r, d_l_r)#laser off 

    ph_b, pl_b = w2p(t, b_h_r, b_l_r)#laser on 

    n=20 

    p_d,p_b=eq_pop(hp,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,n) 

    pp_b = (1-p_b)* pl_b + p_b* ph_b #high-state population with modulation at time t in laser-on 

half cycle 

    pp_d = (1-p_d)* pl_d + p_d* ph_d #high-state population with modulation at time t in laser-

off half cycle 

    c = d_cur(v)*(pp_b-pp_d)*iset #current at time t 

    return c * np.sin(t*np.pi/hp+theta) /hp/np.sqrt(2) 

 

def int_y(t,hp,theta,v, b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,iset):  

    '''Input:  

    t: time within half cycle 

    v: bias 

    b_h_r: laser on, high to low rate 
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    b_l_r: laser on, low to high rate 

    d_h_r: laser off, high to low rate 

    d_l_r: laser off, low to high rate 

    hp: half period of modulation 

    iset: setpoint current     

    Return:  

    An integrand function for ORS out-of-phase component, representing current times cosine 

function at time t within each chopping cycle''' 

    ''' 

    ph_d, pl_d = w2p(t, d_h_r, d_l_r)#laser off 

    ph_b, pl_b = w2p(t, b_h_r, b_l_r)#laser on 

    n=20 

    p_d,p_b=eq_pop(hp,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,n) 

    pp_b = (1-p_b)* pl_b + p_b* ph_b #high-state population with modulation at time t in laser-on 

half cycle 

    pp_d = (1-p_d)* pl_d + p_d* ph_d #high-state population with modulation at time t in laser-

off half cycle 

    c = d_cur(v)*(pp_b-pp_d)*iset #current at time t 

    return c * np.cos(t*np.pi/hp+theta) /hp/np.sqrt(2) 
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def ors(hp,theta,v,b_h_r,b_l_r,d_h_r, d_l_r,iset):  

    '''Compute X and Y ORS measurements in lock-in for bias range v 

    Inputs:  

    hp: half chopping period 

    theta: phase angle in degree 

    v: 1-D bias array 

    b_h_r: laser on, high to low rate 

    b_l_r: laser on, low to high rate 

    d_h_r: laser off, high to low rate 

    d_l_r: laser off, low to high rate 

    iset: setpoint current 

    Returns:  

    3-row array, first bias, second X component, third Y component''' 

    x=[] 

    y=[] 

    for i in zip(v,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r):  

        x.append(integrate.quad(int_x, 0, hp, args=(hp,theta, *i,iset))[0]) 

        y.append(integrate.quad(int_y, 0, hp, args=(hp,theta, *i,iset))[0]) 
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    return np.array([v,x,y])         

 

def rot(data, dth):  

    '''Input:  

    data: 3-row array, first bias, second X component, third Y component 

    dth: phase rotation angle in degree 

    Returns:  

    Phase-rotated ORS data:  

    3-row array, first bias, second X component, third Y component 

    ''' 

    dth = dth*np.pi/180 

    x = data[1]*np.cos(dth) - data[2]*np.sin(dth) 

    y = data[1]*np.sin(dth) + data[2]*np.cos(dth) 

    return np.array([data[0], x, y]) 

 

def phasetune(data,ylim=[]):  

    '''Input:  

    data: 3-row array, first bias, second X component, third Y component 
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    ylim: a 2-element list specififying the display y axis range for ORS plot 

     

    Returns:  

    An interactive plot with phase parameter adjustable between -1 and +1, corresponding to -180 

to +180 deg''' 

    phase = widgets.FloatSlider(min = -1, max = 1, step=0.02, value=0) 

    def plotORS(phase):  

        fig, axs = plt.subplots(3,1, figsize = (5, 12)) 

        for ors in data:  

            ORS=rot(ors,180*phase) 

            axs[0].plot(ORS[0],ORS[1],label=i_s) 

            axs[1].plot(ORS[0],ORS[2],label=i_s) 

            axs[2].plot(ORS[0],np.sqrt(ORS[1]**2+ORS[2]**2)) 

    interact(plotORS,phase=phase) 

    if ylim:  

        axs[0].set_ylim(ylim[0],ylim[1]) 

        axs[1].set_ylim(ylim[0],ylim[1]) 
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G.2 Examples of Function Implementation 

G.2.1 Loading Reference Transition Rate at -500 mV/ 1nA 

#load fitted data 

datap=np.loadtxt('patched data/fit data')[250:].T # using the positive bias data only 

datan=np.flip(np.copy(datap),1) #use positive measurement for negative bias as well for a bias-

symmetric transition rate profile 

datan[0]=-datan[0]  

data=np.append(datan,datap,axis=1) 

v,poph,rhl,rlh=data[0],data[1],data[2]*1000,data[3]*1000 # define the bias array, reference high-

state population and transition rate H->L and L->H (convert from kHz to Hz by scaling up 1000 

times) 

plt.plot(v,rhl,v,rlh) 

plt.yscale('log') 

G.2.2 Computing the Time Evolution of Pyrrolidine High-State Population  

#compute the time evolution of high-state population for selected biases in the positive bias 

range 

for ind in np.arange(240,500,20): 

    print('bias:',v[ind]) 

    power=1 
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    mhl=200 

    Ks=3  

    hp=1/0.1/2 

    d_h_r,d_l_r=rhl[ind],rlh[ind] 

    b_h_r,b_l_r=d_h_r+mhl*power,d_l_r+mhl*Ks*power 

    n=5 

    nd0=d_l_r/(d_l_r+d_h_r) 

    data=eq_process(hp,nd0,b_h_r,d_h_r,b_l_r,d_l_r,n) 

plt.plot(data[0],data[1]) 

# saving data to file 

np.savetxt('ORS simulation/sim data/process/0.1Hz_bias'+('%.2f' %v[ind])+'mV.txt',data.T)  

G.2.3 Computing Static ORS for Power Dependence Study 

#Power-dep static optical rectification study at -500 mV/56 pA 

i=0.056 

mhl=200 

Ks=3 

tl=0.672 

fig , ax = plt.subplots(4, 1, figsize = (6, 15))   
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powerl=np.arange(1,30,2) #define list of powers to study 

nh,r_hl,r_lh=rdata(i,rhl,rlh) # compute transition rate data at -500 mV/56 pA based on reference 

data 

i_d=cur_d(v,nh,tl,i) # dark condition I-V curve 

for power in powerl: 

    poph_b=popb(r_hl,r_lh,power,mhl*i,Ks*mhl*i)    

    ax[0].plot(v,poph_b, label=power) # plot bright condition high-state population 

    ax[1].plot(v,poph_b-nh,label=power) # plot light induced change in high-state population 

    i_b=cur_b(v,poph_b,tl,i) # bright condition I-V curve 

    ax[2].plot(v,i_b,label=power)  

    di=i_b-i_d # I-V subtraction 

ax[3].plot(v,di,label=power) # plot subtracted I-V (static ORS) 

#save data to file for each power 

np.savetxt("ORS simulation/sim 

data/Powerdep/N500mV56pA_static/Power"+str(power)+".txt",np.array([v,poph_b,poph_b-

nh,di]).T) 

#plot formatting 

for i in ax: 

    i.legend(loc="right",bbox_to_anchor=(1.25, 0.5)) 
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ax[0].set_ylabel('nH')     

ax[1].set_ylabel('dif_nH')  

ax[2].set_ylabel('current_bright(pA)')  

ax[3].set_ylabel('dif_current(pA)')  

ax[3].set_xlabel('Bias (mV)')  

ax[3].axvline(x=-362,ls=':',color='r') 

G.2.4 Computing dynamic ORS for setpoint dependence study 

print("Setpoint Current-dep 2 -0.5V/xnA, mhl scaled with setpoint current") 

iset=[0.056,0.075,0.1,0.133,0.178,0.25,0.316,0.421,0.5,1,2] # current ratios to 1nA 

fig, axs = plt.subplots(1,3, figsize = (12, 3)) 

phase=0 

Ks=3 

power=2 

mhl=200 

tl=0.672 

data=[] 

for i_s in iset: 

    poph,rh,rl=rdata(i_s,rhl,rlh) 
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    rlh_b,rhl_b=rb(rh,rl,power,mhl*i_s,Ks*mhl*i_s) 

    poph_b=rlh_b/(rlh_b+rhl_b) 

    ORS=ors(1/273/2,np.pi*phase,v,rhl_b,rlh_b,rh,rl,i_s) 

    axs[0].plot(v,ORS[1],label=i_s) # plot in-phase component 

    axs[0].set_ylabel("R") 

    axs[1].plot(v,ORS[2],label=i_s) #plot out-of-phase component 

    i_b=cur_b(v,poph_b,tl,i_s) 

axs[2].plot(v,i_b,label=i_s) 

#save data to file for each setpoint current 

    np.savetxt("ORS simulation/sim data/setpoint_2/N500mV"+str(i_s)+'nA.txt',ORS.T) 

#Plot formatting 

axs[2].set_ylabel("current")  

axs[0].set_ylabel("R_X") 

axs[1].set_ylabel("R_Y") 

axs[2].set_xlabel("Bias (mV)") 
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